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I THINK IT IS FAIR to say we had a whirlwind
couple of weeks. Starting Memorial Day Weekend,
when a dead whale washed up on the beach, and
reporter Danielle Lipiec was ready at a moment’s
notice to cover it. And since it was Memorial Day
Weekend, it makes sense to mention one of our veteran writers – what a happy surprise it was to learn
that our own Robert “Rose” Levine was crowned
Homecoming Queen! In addition to his community columns, do check out his nimble reporting of the
40th Anniversary of SAGE.
Then there is Emma Boskovski, who ventured
over to Saltaire to cover their election and village
meeting that weekend, and did a super job! It is not
the only election we cover in this issue. I rarely use
this space to discuss my own writing contributions
to the paper. It’s a forum to give praise to what our
other writers have accomplished. However on June 1,
because I was the only reporter in town that night, I
assigned myself coverage of the Ocean Beach election. It took me days to wrap my head around what
went down, as I quietly consulted with neighbors I
respect and trust. None of them are mentioned by
name in my write up, but I thank them all for their
thoughts and advice.
This editor is also an Ocean Beach voter, as
are the owners of the publication who I answer to.
Credit must be given to Chris and Laura Mercogliano for distancing themselves from the local politics
they are invested in, and never steering a single word
I wrote in covering the election outcome. I don’t
know if their decisions in the voting booth were the
same as mine, but it doesn’t matter. This publication operates on the round table principal of mutual respect.
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A ROU N D & A B OUT >>

Peony Tour at Sagtikos Manor, Bay Shore –
June 3, 2018 Photos by Sean Fitzthum

L et’s start with some rhododendrons, shall we?

P eonies!

A single bloom.

The peacock fountain.

Arts Project Cherry Grove Homecoming
“Year of the Rose” – May 27, 2018
Photos by Susan Kravitz

2 017 Homecoming Queen Ginger Snap awaiting
decision of the judges.

C
 ontestant Victoria Falls
performing on stage.

R
 ose Levine appearing on stage with Bella and contestant Victoria Falls.

C
 ontestant Mother backstage.

P anzi, Mother, Queen Rose, Victoria Falls, and Bella, at Homecoming
Queen election.
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Continued

Memorial Day
Ceremony, Ocean
Beach – May 27, 2018

Ocean Beach Fire
Department Blood Drive –
May 26, 2018

Photos by Lauren Chenault

Photos by Robert Sherman

D
 onors being refreshed.

Hank Clemmens did his part.

Memorial Day Parade,
Downtown Bay Shore
– May 28, 2018

B
 ruce Danziger gives the gift of blood.

And Also…

Photos by Sean Fitzthum

P arker Sargent held by strong women of the Grove: Bobbie Green, Susan Atkins, Andi
Porzio, Martha Pitkin, Doreen Rallo, Denise Samide, Sue Panzer, Ellen Biggers, Monika
Kost. Stay tuned for “Grove Girls” at the Cherry Grove Archives Film Festival later this
summer! (Photo by Susan Kravitz)

F IN van at FI Lighthouse…
Some things are worth
sharing twice!
(Photo by Craig Low)
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Pictured with her father Chris, FIN Reporter Anika
Lanser graduated from Vassar last weekend with
Sociology Department Honors, and as a member of
the International Sociology Honor Society, Alpha
Kappa Delta.
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SH O PPIN G A R OUN D >>

DOUBLEHEADER: Northwell’s vintage ambulance cruises by Mars Auto Parts during the Memorial Day Parade in Bay Shore. (Photo by Sean Fitzthum)

DOUBLE TRACKS: It may have been a gray, rainy Sunday over Memorial Day
Weekend, but Maguire’s Bayfront Resturant let the sun shine in with Rob
Hammel and Rene Carlson playing American tunes!
(Photos by Robert Sherman)

 ELCOME DOORS ARE OPEN! Say hello to our newest advertisers, Castaway,
W
and The Landings restaurants. (Photos by Lauren Chenault)
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FI Eateries Adopt Surcharge
By Timothy Bolger

To the Editor:
From my perspective as a fire police officer in
the Fire Island Pines Fire Department as well as
a flotilla commander in the Untied States Coast
Guard Auxiliary, it is a season-critical matter to
address the potential for damage from one of
nature’s most powerful forces – fire.
Very recently, it has been brought to the
attention of many that several popular models of
fire extinguishers that are typically installed in
boats, and homes and businesses, are defective
and in need of immediate replacement.
These units, usually colored red in homes
and white when installed in boats or personal
watercraft, need to be inspected right now,
before they are (hopefully never) needed. I urge
your readers not only to know where their fire
extinguishers are but to replace them if expired or
defective. This quick and easy action can result
in potentially life and property saving benefits in
case there is ever the need for fire extinguishing.
All that need be done is to call Kidde Product
Support at 1-800-880-6788, and give the operator
the serial number and the quantity of the fire
extinguishers you have in your home, business,
boat or watercraft, and Kidde will send you
a brand new replacement for FREE!!! I have
already replaced all of ours.
Perhaps at the same time, it also will be good
disaster planning to mark the closets, cabinets or
areas where the extinguishers are located with a
plaque (available online or at many retailers) and
be sure to let any family and friends that frequent
your home or business know where they are.
Aboard your boat or watercraft, I highly
suggest that the location of any and all fire and first
aid equipment be part of your on-board briefing
whenever you’re aboard the boat with others.
Thanks,
David J. Mahler
USCG Licensed Master
United States Coast Guard
Aux. Flotilla 13-13 - Bellmore-MerrickWantagh, New York
Department of Homeland Security
Flotilla Commander

SOME FIRE ISLAND RESTAURANTS are giving patrons a taste of a new 3 percent surcharge
that restaurateurs say is needed to offset recent New
York State-mandated minimum wage increases for
tipped employees.
Nine of the 11 restaurants in downtown Ocean
Beach are serving the fresh fee this summer. Some
find it tough to swallow, but the Ocean Beach
Restaurant Association (OBRA) says it cooked up
the added cost to make up for losses stemming from
rising payroll costs – and noted that freight, rent and
flood insurance were also contributing factors.
“This decision was not an easy one to come
to, but in the end, we felt it was more transparent to institute a surcharge instead of burying it
in menu prices, which would only increase sales
tax and gratuities paid by customers,” says OBRA
Co-President James Betz, owner of Maguires Bayfront Restaurant.
Other restaurants are following the same surcharge recipe around the state amid ongoing minimum wage increases. OB’s rising dining bills are the
local manifestation of a nationwide trend, although
those burned by bigger bills have sued in California
and restaurant workers in Maine successfully had
their state-mandated wage increase reversed since it
resulted in a decline in tipping and overall income.
In New York City, where restaurants are prohibited from using such surcharges, establishments
have instead raised menu prices, but some owners
would rather give patrons a higher bill at the end of
the meal than scare patrons away before they place
their orders.
OB’s surcharge comes as the state Department of
Labor is considering a proposal to make restaurant
servers’ minimum wage on par with other industries. The current minimum wage for tipped workers
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in New York is between $7.50 and $10.85 hourly while the minimum wage for everyone else is
$10.40 to $13.50. Variations for each depend upon
location and industry.
The Labor Department is wrapping up the last of
a series of public hearings on the issue this month
as it considers additional increases. On Long Island,
the minimum wage for tipped food service workers may increase to $10 hourly by 2021, according
to the state.
“At the end of day, this is a question of basic fairness,” said Governor Andrew Cuomo, who backs
the increases to “ensure that no workers are more
susceptible to exploitation because they rely on tips
to survive.”
“In New York, we believe in a fair day’s pay for
a fair day’s work and that all workers deserve to
be treated with dignity and respect,” the governor
said. “There should be no exception to that fairness
and decency.”
Ocean Beach Mayor James Mallott, who owns
the Albatross restaurant and bar, referred a request
for comment on the issue to OBRA’s statement that
village eateries have been circulating.
“Ultimately, we’re doing this to preserve the
quality of experience our customers have come to
expect from sitting down to a meal with us,” the
statement reads, adding that it will help in “maintaining a staff-and-service business model.”
The only two full-service restaurants in OB that
aren’t implementing the surcharge are The Sand
Bar and CJ’s Restaurant & Bar, which is owned by
the News’ parent company, The Palms Fire Island
hotel group.
Chris Mercogliano, owner of The Palms, said,
“Even though I’m against it, my fellow restaurateurs will probably prefer I keep it to myself.”
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INTERVIEW:

Rory Allen: Maggie Fisher Memorial
Great South Bay Cross Bay Swim Honoree
By Lorna Luniewski
Rory Allen is a busy guy. A Fire Department New
York (FDNY) firefighter, a ferry captain with Fire
Island Ferries, and he docked his boat early after a
day of oystering to meet with me. But on July 13,
he will take a moment to be honored at the Maggie
Fisher Memorial Great South Bay Cross Bay Swim,
an event he revived back in 1999.
Allen, a Bay Shore resident, believes strongly
in community involvement, something he credits
his parents, Elizabeth and Ronnie Allen, for instilling in him. He spoke of his enjoyment running the
event with all his friends, and what a great community Bay Shore is – generous, supportive and made
up of good people.
Fire Island News (FIN): I understand your were
instrumental in bringing the swim back.
Rory Allen (RA): Well yes. I had the idea and I
spoke to a few of my confidants about the possibility of it. My folks being great organizers their entire
lives, I bounced questions off of them and used their
guidance. I traversed the bay so many times via sailboat, via ferry, via party boat. It was something I had
heard of so I did a little research and then I contacted the swimmers that I knew, all lifeguards. There
wasn’t a great response because no one knew of it,
but I certainly wanted to make it a safe swim so I
kept the number under 20, I think it was 22. Working
at the ferry company was a great plus. One because
they offered a ferry to bring everyone over (laughs)
and two because of the support they gave me, as well
as all the staff; they were my volunteer pool. I’d say
at least 70 percent of my volunteer pool. The ferry
company and staff were excellent.
FIN: Allen went on to explain his connection with
Maggie Fischer.
RA: I was worried about how many people were
going to swim because I didn’t really know how to
get the information out except word of mouth. But
the applications definitely started to come in. I forget
the day of the week of the swim, but I know it was
a Thursday or a Friday that Maggie Fischer called
me. I had met her or once or twice, she was much
younger so our paths never really crossed. She asked
how she could get her application to me. I asked her
about her schedule. She said she was taking the Saltaire ferry that night and I said well I’m on the Saltaire ferry tonight. She didn’t show up, and before
my shift was through, I heard what happened.
FIN: The next decision for Allen was whether the
swim should go on.
RA: I had to reach out to my confidants and to the
community to see what the feeling was. Should I still
have the swim; should I try to postpone it? I really spoke to all the participants at that time to find
out what they thought, and they thought it was best

very generous. Again, I only struck a
match that they fueled the flames for
... they should be honored. I’m hoping they are honored. I volunteered last
year, but in the interim I got really busy;
I feel bad that I haven’t had the opportunity to reconnect as much. Last year it
was a challenging year for the swimmers
too. They all do such a great job, and the
organization is very, very good.

to honor her and do the swim. So that’s how it went
down. And, it was a very sad situation for the start of
something that was a restart of something. But most
of the people involved knew Maggie and the Fischers, my folks knew the Fischers well, and we had the
opportunity at the wake to present them with a medal and a shirt, all the swimmers’ shirts had MF on the
sleeve. And the swim went well, definitely with her
(Maggie’s) oversight.
FIN: How did it come to be renamed after Maggie?
RA: So the next year, I just thought it would be nice
if it could, and I asked the Fischer’s permission. And
interest peaked; you had double the swimmers the
next year. And coincidentally, even before the tragic accident, we had already organized with Hospice
Children’s Bereavement Fund to have the donations
go there; there were more donations than swimmers
the first year. We had no real charge because everyone volunteered. The people in the community, again
before the tragic event, were just so generous with
support, with ideas. Donna Perricone from Bay Shore
Chamber gave me a lot of input and put the word out,
so local businesses also ... I had a team go door to
door to local businesses for any type of donation. It
was a real community event, and to see what it has
become with the amount of swimmers, the money
that has come into Hospice Children’s Bereavement
Fund, the attention, from Brightwaters, Bay Shore
and Fire Island, it’s a wonderful thing. Maybe I just
lit the tiny little match but the Fischers were the fuel,
the torch, and the engine ever since, and I’m very
pleased with how well they are doing with it.
FIN: Do you swim it or have you?
RA: No I haven’t. That was my intent, and I told Mr.
Fischer ... I kept organizing it and he made several attempts and he did it, but he said, ‘When are you
going to swim it?’ And I said, ‘when you run it.’ That
was 15 years ago and I intend to swim it this year.
Part of my day today was doing a mile and a quarter in the pool.
FIN: Can you tell me why you are being honored?
RA: You know, I think the Fischers are just being
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FIN: It seems like quite an undertaking.
RA: Oh yea. Even when I had 30 swimmers sometimes I was talking to 50 or 60 volunteers,
so I can only imagine, I’m sure they are dealing with
probably 30 boats not to mention ferries, probably six to seven different agencies ... whether it be
local departments, police, the Coast Guard, Coast
Guard Auxiliary. It’s remarkable for anyone who is
involved. There are not too many swims in the country that are this length in open water so there is something to be said for that too. Again, I’m just so happy
that it had such a great history well before I touched
it and now my short time, which was really only a
four-year exposure with it, but it had a great history revived, and hopefully it goes on for quite a long
time.
And while Allen cannot pinpoint why he is being
honored and hopes that the ceremony is small and
that most people are gone when he gets out of the
water, Bob Fischer, Maggie’s father, was happy to
explain why he was chosen. “We don’t honor someone every year,” he said. “In the committee meeting,
someone said Rory would be a good choice. He never got enough credit ... he knew the tradition and was
the driving force in bringing it back to the community. It was his idea to have the swim renamed in Maggie’s memory.”
Fischer also shared the same story Allen did of
the two men challenging each other over the years
to swim and to run the event. The swim committee
meets at the YMCA. The night they chose Allen as
the honoree, as Fischer was leaving, who was walking in? Allen, who was there to swim in preparation
for this year’s event. Coincidence? “My daughter
had something to do with it,” Fischer said.
And this writer agrees. In researching this article
and reading about previous swims, one thing always
shines through. The Maggie Fisher Memorial Great
South Bay Cross Bay Swim is something special,
and Maggie is there in spirit.
The Maggie Fischer Memorial Great South Bay
Cross Bay Swim takes place this year on Friday, July
13. Swimming registrations are now closed. However one can donate to the cause by visiting www.
greatsouthbayswim.com.
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Green Lawns, Brown Tide,
and a Thin Gray Line
By Anika Lanser

www.fatcatgraphics.com

FRESH
IDEAS
NOTHING
CANNED

A PROPOSED LAW THAT seeks to amend the
environmental conservation legislation in the state
of New York has created an interesting divide
between its supporters and rivals, both of whom
are using environmental arguments to justify their
positions on the regulation. The law would ban the
sale and use of any fertilizer other than low-nitrogen fertilizer. According to the legislation, low-nitrogen fertilizer can be classified as “containing not
more than twelve percent nitrogen by weight, of
which at least half must be water insoluble nitrogen, commonly referred to as slow release of nitrogen.” The law would require retailers to stop selling
high-nitrogen fertilizers by Dec. 31, 2019, giving
stores almost a year and a half to find low-nitrogen
fertilizers to sell instead.
However, some oppose the bill, saying that it is
not as environmentally-conscious as it seems. One
such group is the Long Island Coalition for Healthy
Lawn and Water. The group’s Facebook page urges Long Islanders to lobby their senators to vote no
on the ban. One post reads, “The possible ban on
most lawn and garden products would have a devastating impact on residential and community areas
like houses, parks, schools, and athletic fields. The
bill, which would single out Long Islanders, was
overwhelmingly REJECTED in Suffolk County and
Nassau County never even sought to introduce the
measure. The net impact would unfairly lead to far
less effective lawn and garden care products at far
higher prices for residents on Long Island without
improving local water quality.”
It is not immediately clear exactly who the Long
Island Coalition for Healthy Lawn and Water actually is. Except for a Facebook page with a little over
200 followers, there are no officers or even a mailing
address cited, nor does Guidestar list them as a registered 501(c)3 organization.
The response of other groups, like Save the Great
South Bay and Seatuck Environmental Association,
falls further towards the other side of the spectrum,
supporting the bill as a first step by acknowledging
how much other work needs to be done in terms of
improving water quality to protect the bay and the
wildlife it supports. Maureen Dunn, water quality scientist at Seatuck Environmental Association,
argues, “If you have a healthy lawn and you fertilize it, that lawn and the plants will absorb a lot
of toxins in runoff, will take up a lot of water, and
will decrease the amount of sediment and dirt that
gets washed away. That’s all true, but that implies
that you have given that lawn exactly the amount of
nitrate that it needs and not a drop more. That’s very
difficult, nearly impossible to do. That argument
assumes that you need a high-nitrogen fertilizer to
have a healthy lawn, which you don’t.”
Most of the problems with nitrogen in fertilizers occur when the form of nitrogen most found
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in fertilizers, nitrate, becomes soluble, says Dunn.
This allows the nitrate to end up in the groundwater
and proceed virtually unstopped to streams, rivers,
and ultimately, the bays. Runoff from lawns occurs
mostly when grass is given more nitrogen than it
needs to grow via fertilizers, leaving the excess
nitrate to end up in the groundwater after heavy
rain. Excess nitrate in the bay can lead to a number of other environmental concerns like unhealthy
algal blooms, loss of sea grass beds, declines in
fish populations, and erosion of salt water marshes.
These concerns in turn lead to other environmental issues in the bay, as is the nature of any ecosystem disturbance. As Dunn put it, “Without healthy
water, we don’t have healthy wildlife so that’s why
water quality is so important.”
There are already some laws in place that aim to
reduce the amount of nitrogen in runoff and wastewater via regulations like limiting the times of year
when fertilizer can be applied. However, Marshall
Brown, founder of Save the Great South Bay, says
that those laws are not doing enough. He argues,
“The laws that are currently on the books seem
designed to prevent any real change. The rules are
hopelessly complex for the homeowner to figure out
how much fertilizer should be applied and where.
The fertilizer makers don’t really have to do anything in terms of changing their products or their
production. The emphasis is really put on the homeowner to do it right and when nitrogen shows up the
homeowner is blamed.” In contrast, a law that bans
the sale of high-nitrogen fertilizer has the potential
to entice fertilizer companies to create options that
rely more on slow release technology and a low-nitrogen formula.
Brown hopes that this law has the possibility to
prevent the added effects that occur when the nitrogen from fertilizer season interacts with a bay already
struggling with nitrogen from issues with wastewater treatment. He noted, “Sixty-nine percent of the
nitrogen in the bay is from cesspools and septic tanks
but the nitrogen that comes into the bay from fertilizer only happens during the part of the year when
people are fertilizing their lawns. It’s like throwing
kerosene on the fire when all of that nitrate runoff
from lawns hits the bay. I would hope that this legislation would prevent the algal blooms from being
further exacerbated by that.”
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K I S M ET

by Bradlee White | kismet@fireisland-news.com

Kismet Kapers
“KID KENNY” (KEN BELLAFIORE) turned 60
on May 19. His wife, Laurie, threw a special party
at their Crazy A home Saturday afternoon. Not
surprisingly, it was a rainy day. There were beach
umbrellas outside but most crowded into the steamy
living room. Fashion dilemma: what do you wear to
a monsoon? Ken opted for his traditional “birthday”
Jester’s hat. Yellow was the color of the day. Half
coat, half dripping pants or full rain suit requiring
substantial “on-off time?” Jannine Meltzer looked
healthy for someone recovering from a hypothermic
run in the rain. Frank and Michelle, having attended
a previous dry land party, came dripping after a walk
from the ferry, she in high heels. Guests included
the usual Kismet friends, Ken’s daughters, Ann
Marie and Catherine (Kat), friends from off-island
like frequent guests Jeff and Marguerite, Cookie,
a past Kismet homeowner, Ken’s sister Marge as
well as childhood friend, Nancy, who presented
him with an album she created with pictures of his

1

2

daughters as babies as well as
of Ken’s youth.
Memorial Day Weekend
started in sunshine that lasted
from Thursday to late Saturday
afternoon. Friday afternoon
saw a crowded Surf’s Out
Happy Hour where friends
from past summers reunited.
Carole, Susan, Barbara and
Kelly are back at the Boatel
while Tom and Roseann chose
to move into their West Lighthouse home. Zanadu’s crew,
Judy, Joyce, Joanie and Mel,
were back, having passed on
the previous weekend’s torrent.
Roz and Helene, who did make
it last weekend, are settled in at the Lawn House.
Brian Kelley’s scheduled Silent Disco on the
Beach looked like a lost cause “gone
with the wind” at 8 p.m. when I
made my way up there, but Brian
later messaged a picture of about 40
people who had shown up by 9:30
p.m. Dancers wore rented earphones
so that only they heard the music. Or
was it just the howling wind? Whatever, they danced. Brian will be
doing his thing at Surf’s Out on June
23, after Rich Mahogany, and plans
more beach dances.
Saturday was chock full of events.
(Good timing since Sunday and
Monday were washouts.) Kismet
League for Animal Welfare (KLAW)
hosted a book sale at a home on
Seabay and Burma. It was a low-key,
friendly event as book lovers browsed
and chatted for several hours in the
soft and leafy breeze. KLAW brought
in about $300 including some advance
ticket sales on the upcoming Flea
Market Auctions to be held at their
annual Flea Market on June 16-17 at
the Fire House Community Room.
Kismet Fire Department hosted
its second annual Open House, an
opportunity for the community to
get to know KFD members. Hot
dogs, hamburgers, cotton candy and
cold drinks were available for all,
and smoke detectors and sweatshirts
were on sale. The best part was the

3
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exciting activities for children who got to try on
firefighter gear, ride in a “Mule” (a six-seater transport for fire crews), and – with a little help from Joe
Carlton and John Altieri – hold onto a real fire hose
and aim a powerful blast of water to and through a
distant target.
Later the Dirty Vice Band drew a large crowd as
they played some great sounds from the deck of La
Famiglia on the bay in the late afternoon, before the
gusty winds turned sour.
I forgot to mention the passing of Jean Warrington
last January. I will miss her, Kim and Caitlin, but
with Kim’s input, her home has been beautifully
transformed for the Puis family. Caroline and George
(George toting the large extension ladder) rescued
a fallen bird, returning it safely to its nest. Terry
Corio, who passed away suddenly last spring, was
honored when her company created a special Memorial “Spirit” Award. Andrea Wikso, up from Florida
for a family affair, spent a couple of days in Kismet
at Myrna’s Cartoon Alley.
Upcoming Events
June 16-17: Two big auctions: KLAW’s 22nd
year Annual Flea Market and Auction and the Kismet
Auction Dinner, long a community tradition, revived
by Amy Wood last year.

1. Ken Belafiore and daughter AnnMarie celebrate
Dad’s 60th.
2. Brian Kelley’s Silent Disco.
3. Firefighters Joe Carlton and John Altieri help a
young visitor at KFD Open House.
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S A LTA IRE

SALTAIRE SUMMERY by Hugh O’Brien | saltaire@fireisland-news.com
AS I WRITE THIS IT’S JUNE 1,
the 227th anniversary of President
James Buchanan’s birth, and you all
know what that means. Okay, well,
actually it doesn’t mean anything, unless it portends that another civil war
is on its way, or that they’re popping
celebratory corks in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. For us, it means, first, that
summer is on the cusp, and second, it’s
the official start of hurricane season,
which in turn means that before you
come out it’s wise to refresh yourself
on how to evacuate. Otherwise, things
have gotten off to a, if not quite flying,
then taxiing down the runway, start, so
herewith, a re-cap and a pre-cap.
Memorial Day weekend might
have turned out more foggy than soggy, but Sunday’s downpour
did put a bit of a damper on
the SVFC’s pancake breakfast, since relatively few
souls risked the slippery
boardwalks to journey
down to the firehouse, even
for the sake of that perpetual Saltaire staple, free
food. Still, the department
did make a small profit
from some generous donations, and we have enough
mix and other hardy ingredients on hand to save on expenses for the next
breakfast, Sept. 2. No, nothing perishable, it’ll all
be as fresh as a package of bomb shelter crackers,
and hopefully that event will be unafflicted by any
accompanying rain.
Even sunny weather couldn’t stand in the way of
the people’s franchise exercise at the annual election
that Friday, so all credit to those 173 dedicated denizens of democracy who braved clear skies, soft breezes and the intricacies of New York State election law
to visit the Village Hall to cast their ballots. Mayor
John Zaccaro Jr. won a second term unopposed (as
any candidate will tell you, it’s the only way to run),
garnering 89 votes, while incumbent Trustees Frank
Wolf (118 votes) and Hillary Richard (78) easily prevailed over their solitary opponent. Saltairians being
Saltairians, there was the usual plethora of scattered
write-ins, blank ballots, and votes for Pal – the latter
of which don’t count any more, Frank Markus’s irate
pledge to work pro bono to insure Pal’s posthumous
rights as a viable candidate notwithstanding. The
weather was fine again by Monday, when the trio of
winners was sworn in and another year of fun and
mayhem commenced.
That Saturday night a communal celebration of,
I guess, the community, was held, with great reggae music wafting through the gathering air past

1

2

3
swaying citizens momentarily granted the fivehour right to bring open alcohol onto the field and
Rec House. The event was a kind of bookend to
last August’s centennial concert but wasn’t nearly
as populated; still, it gave Public Safety a chance
to gainfully deploy its staff as practice for actual
crowd control when a major event really does occur, such as that evacuation we mentioned earlier.
And let it be said that those who attended had a
very good time indeed.
Unhappily, the concert conflicted with the Saltaire Yacht Club’s opening gala, where a selection
of free food (yes, that again), free drinks and loose
talk made for the expected convivial atmosphere.
With a relatively late start to the year owing to the
common aversion to inclement weather, it was nice
to see folks hobnobbing again as of old. The place
has been open on a limited basis but both the schedule and the offerings will grow until everything’s
in full swing by June 22, the anniversary of the invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941, an allegory I’m
sure needs no explanation, which is fortunate since
I don’t have one.
In scurrying past the firehouse last week you may
have glanced up long enough to take in the new red
ambulance we’ve acquired, thanks entirely to your
donations. This one is actually about an inch narrow-
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er than the old one so it’s less likely you’ll
be hit in the face by the rear view mirror when you don’t step far enough aside
during emergencies, but otherwise it’s an
updated version of the departing “bus,”
both medically and vehicularly. It’s off
getting its final fittings but will be back
soon, after which comes a brief period of
training to familiarize rescue personnel
with its nuances (you didn’t realize these
things had nuances, did you?), before we
retire “Old Whitey,” as they used to call
the outgoing ambulance before it became
politically incorrect to do so.
After over 20 years the white one’s
about had the tour, but the new one (which
would have been called “Old Red” until
we found that was also verboten, as is saying “verboten”) should serve our needs
until 2040 or thereabouts, at
which point they’ll probably be
calling it “Old Rusty,” which
will no doubt offend somebody
then. Anyway, this ambulance
is well-equipped, well-built,
and, well, red, which signifies
death and danger and all kinds
of alarming stuff.
We also have a brandspanking-new pumper (so
named because three SVFC
members were spanked for
turning on the siren), replacing the creaky 32-year-old standard-shift job, and
this one is something – it’s got so much firefighting
capacity that if it had been around when this island
got its name, the place would be called Water Island.
Yes, we already have one of those, but like, we’d
have gotten there first so the present Water Island
would have had to be called Smallville or Metropolis
or something, and anyway it’s not an island, so that’s
misleading right there. Geographic quibbles aside,
this pumper will play a big part, literally, in making
Saltaire a safer community, especially once we learn
how to get it down the walks. But please, do whatever you can to avoid our ever having to use the damn
thing. It’s easier to keep a house safe than to rebuild
it, as any arsonist will attest.
Post-Memorial Day dates to memorialize: Thursday refuse collection, June 14; Post Office, June 21;
Amazon declares record profits, June 22; Dr. Bob
starts office hours, June 22.

1. The new ambulance…
2. … the new pumper…
3. … and the old Board!
Photos courtesy of Catherine O’Brien and
Saltaire Volunteer Fire Company
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Saltaire Village Votes and Meets
Memorial Day Weekend
By Emma Boskovski

THE VILLAGE OF SALTAIRE held its meeting on
Memorial Day, May 28, 2018. It opened by swearing in the newly elected town officials, elected earlier over the holiday weekend, on Friday, May 25.
Incumbent Mayor John Zaccaro Jr., elected to his
second term, ran unopposed with 89 votes. Incumbents also returned to the two open trustee seats:
Frank Wolf who led in the ballot with 118 votes, and
Hillary Richard securing 78 votes. Challenger Ken
Stein trailed behind at 61 votes.
The meeting was held at the Saltaire Fire House,
and almost every seat was filled when the Public
Session began at 9 a.m.
The first piece of old business to be discussed
was the financial condition of the village. Zaccaro illuminated the condition of this year’s finances
by reviewing those of last summer. With a budget
of $3.4 million and an expenditure of $3.6 million,
there was a $146,000 deficit, leaving debt to be refinanced by the community at a 1.87 percent rate, the
lowest bond rate in the state of New York.
“We have a good tax rating, large reserves, and
should be able to cover the anticipated costs of this
year,” said Zaccaro, as he addressed the audience.
It was also explained that the largest contributor
to the financial condition of the village is the Saltaire Market, which is budgeted to increase profit
by 25 percent this summer, according to the meeting discussion.
The next topics of old business were all relatively similar, construction updates on various projects:
Village Hall, 14 Bay Promenade, Lighthouse Promenade, and 104 Pacific Walk.
Architect Jeffrey T. Butler will lead both the Village Hall and 14 Bay Promenade projects.
When design plans for Village Hall were shown,
concerns were raised by members of the community about whether or not the top decks would be
accessible to the public. The board reassured the
public that the upper level decks were designed
merely for aesthetics.
Design plans for 14 Bay Promenade were also
presented. The new renderings plan to eliminate the
wrap around deck to create more open space, and to
reduce the roof height of the building. Public consensus was that landscaping needed to be ensured
in the budget for the project to avoid a “huge sandpit” as one community member called it. It was confirmed by the members of the board that there would
be small bushes and trees as well as low-level foliage
to be planted once the project is completed. Discussion of Lighthouse Promenade dominated the meeting, mainly pondering what material to use for the
walk – timber or concrete? Zaccaro estimated that if
the project used wood, there would be a $5 million
cost, while concrete would cost $3 million. It was
further estimated that concrete could be completed
in one year, and timber would take two years.
In spite of the extra cost, general opinion

expressed was that timber is the best choice – for its
aesthetic value, and would also aid trucks to abide
by the speed limit. However Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) initially agreed
to carry out the project using concrete. An application was then filed to agree to purchase timber
through FEMA. All bids were rejected to expedite
the process.
Wolf also gave a presentation about recycled
plastic lumber (RPL), which was suggested by an
unnamed community member at a previous meeting.
RPL is a coating for concrete that has a wood-like
appearance. RPL ranges from $4 to $10 per square
foot, and is estimated to be twice, if not four times
the cost of hard wood. Wolf remarked that creating a
bid for RPL would only “aggravate FEMA’s support
of the project,” and would “inevitably be a non-starter from the perspective of FEMA.”
Zaccaro also has implemented different measures to ensure that the project will not disturb
the community during the summer season. He
explained that there will be a liquidated damages
clause if the construction is carried out using concrete to incentivize contractors to finish the project
in a timely manner. Confusion arose between the
newly re-elected trustees Wolf and Richard, as they
openly discussed their opposition to add a liquidated damages clause, feeling it to be unnecessary.

104 Pacific Walk is a project that would include
moving a home located there to a different site and
preserving it as a historical home. An environmental engineer has been engaged to oversee the project, and an architect to estimate costs and judge
how realistic the project will be. With no demolition costs it is estimated to be a $310,000 project without any significant interior renovations
or winterizing.
The only item on the agenda of new business
that generated serious discussion was that of wagons on the dock. When the issue was introduced,
Zaccaro remarked that the issue is one the Saltaire
community has been struggling with for 20 years.
The recently built structure championed by the
Planning Commission and designed to accommodate 80-100 wagons, has been deemed inefficient
by public sentiment, for presenting challenges for
storage. Four weeks ago, new wagon racks were
put up, and members of the community felt that this
decision to implement this new design should not
have been done without their consent. Suggestions
were made about creating a numbered system for
the wagons, or a lottery to determine who should
be able to store their wagons on the dock. Richard
expressed her counter concern about those who are
handicapped and believes there should be a needbased driven system.

Cartoon by Eric Pederson

“Marv likes to claim our spot early in the season.”
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AT L A N TIQUE
by Kirsten Corssen | atlantique@fireisland-news.com

Three Must-Do Things for Your Atlantique
Summer Bucket List
HERE ON FIRE ISLAND, there is always something to do, between bike riding, barbecues, summer camps, sailing lessons, and other events … it is hard
to get bored. If you are looking to expand your horizon a little this summer and
meet some new people, it is highly recommended to get involved with events
going on throughout the summer. Need some ideas? I have crafted up a suggested list of things to do just a short walk or bike ride from Atlantique.

1

1. G
 et Involved with the Fire Island Ocean Charity Swim
Mark your calendar for July 7, 2018, and sign up to volunteer for the 6th
Annual Fire Island Ocean Charity Swim, held on the shores of Atlantique.
I promise you will enjoy every second of it. This event is truly magical to
watch and even more rewarding as a volunteer. Personally, I have volunteered at every ocean swim so far, and each year it gets better. There are
many volunteer positions, depending on what you would like to do. You can
be out on the water in a kayak or paddleboard monitoring the swimmers. You
can be placed on shore handing out water bottles as the thirsty swimmers
return to the beach. You even can be handing out the medals to the winners.
No matter what volunteer position you are assigned to, I guarantee you will
learn something new and even make a new friend. To sign up as a volunteer
go to www.openwaterswimli.com.
2. Beach Yoga
Just a short walk down the beach from Atlantique you can do some sandy
yoga with Steph’s Body Works. Relax and stretch with the sound of the ocean
in the background, and if it is a hot enough day it might even feel like hot yoga!
This class is highly recommended and will definitely give you an unique experience this summer. These classes are judgment-free and will bring out the
“Zen” in anyone. Classes are held (for a fee) on the beach at the end of Birch
Walk, Fair Harbor, during the summer months.

2

3. Bingo Night
Every Wednesday, starting June 27 through the end of August, make your
way down to The Shack for a fun family game night! This is the perfect activity for families, and also an excellent place for kids to make new friends.
This will be the second year of Bingo night, and if you ask around the marina, I am sure you will hear nothing but excellent comments about how much
fun it was.
Hope you get involved with as many events around the island as you can
this summer, and if you have any recommendation about events you would like
to be featured in the paper please reach out!

1. Get involved with the Fire Island Ocean Swim.

3

2. Beach Yoga.
3. Bingo Night.
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O C EA N BAY PARK
by Barbara Gaby Placilla | oceanbaypark@fireisland-news.com
IT WAS CULTURE SHOCK! When we left for Cuba
to celebrate my husband Steve’s big 7-0, everything
on Fire Island was one-dimensional black and white
(if an island could be that color). I felt like Dorothy
when the house landed on the witch after the tornado
and she stepped out into Oz. Everything was in technicolor. We returned just in time for Memorial Day
and the island was suddenly lush and green – just
like our own Emerald City and just as vibrant as it
was in Cuba. The best part, however, was we were
back home.
Since we had been gone two weeks, I needed to find out what had happened in the interim. I
asked my young neighbor, Patryck for an update on

1

2

our “mermaid seal,” and he reassured me that after
spending several more days on the beach in OBP, she
had returned to the sea. I have since been advised that
seals are not to be confused with mermaids; rather
they are often called the mermaid’s dogs. Whatever!
I want to believe that the story had a happy ending
and she swam away to find her mermaid mistress.
Unfortunately, the week of our return, a whale
washed ashore on the beach in Point O’ Woods just
east of the OBP cut, but it could not be saved as it
was already dead.
The OBPFD Spaghetti Dinner is traditionally
held on Mother’s Day weekend, and it is the first
opportunity to catch up with friends and neighbors you haven’t seen since the fall. It was its usual
success. Despite the cold, rainy weather, all the
intrepid gardeners came out in full force the following week to mark another successful Auxiliary plant
sale. The plant sale was followed
by the spring meeting of the Ocean
Bay Park Association. Here is a brief
recap of the report from the board.
The Brookhaven Highway Department has replaced all four staircases that were damaged during the
March storms. The storm debris that
was scattered all over the beach has
been removed. Thanks go to Seaview
Association President Tom Ruskin;
Seaview Manager Larry Mattiasen
and his crew, who did the work; and
Seaview/OBP Garbage District and
Tommy Esposito of Tony’s Barge
Service that provided the dumpsters.
As OBP Association Treasurer Bud
Kroll wrote in his report, “This took a
village and it looks great!” After driving back from the airport, I can attest
to the fact that our beach, which has already started
to build back up, is one of the cleanest on the island.
In anticipation of Memorial Day, all the streets were
swept, and replacement snow fencing along the
south side of the dune should be completed in the
coming weeks. Frequent rain is always an issue in
certain areas and the necessary drain clearing/cleaning has begun. There is a plan to replace 600 feet
of trap bags that were exposed and destroyed over
the winter. This project is a work in progress due to
Town of Brookhaven procurement requirements. I
would like to commend and congratulate Bud Kroll
for the work he has done on the Association’s newly
updated website.
We missed the Preakness race, but I am happy
to report that Mike Supple is back to his winning
ways and took the pool with his Justify draw. I hope
that his return to the winners circle means that we
will have a Triple Crown winner this year when the
Belmont Stakes is run on June 9.
Another Memorial Day tradition in Ocean Bay
Park is brunch at The Far Side, the Wolling home on
Oneida. Jim and his late wife Maryanne always put

out a brunch to rival any high-end hotel. Jim continued the tradition alone until Pepe and the late Helen
Driscoll did some matchmaking and introduced
him to Gale O’Donnell. They have been a couple
ever since and I am happy to report that they were
recently engaged, went to Ireland to celebrate and
have matching Claddagh rings to prove that “love
is lovelier the second time around.” The heavy rains
did not deter or dampen the brunch as the tradition
continued despite the weather. We all wish Gale and
Jim many happy years together.
How could I start the season without a report of
the “six degrees of Ocean Bay Park”? Every year
there are at least several situations where things just
happen to come full circle in OBP and it proves the
old “six degrees of Kevin Bacon” is not a phenomenon but a reality. Our friends and fellow Cuba travelers, Joanne and Paul Brincat, were our guests for the

3
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weekend. Their house on Cayuga was being used by
Joanne’s friend Iveliz Santiago for a surprise birthday party for her boyfriend Vincent Bianco. Joanne
was talking with one of the guests, Kelly Forster,
and asked if she had ever been on Fire Island before.
Kelly answered that her grandfather, Frank, used
to be a partner in a house on Oneida with a woman
named Patty. Joanne tells me this as we are having
coffee in my kitchen. I jump up and call Patty Loesch
and ask her if she knew Kelly. She says, “Frank’s
granddaughter? I haven’t seen her since she was a
little girl.” Kelly’s grandfather was the late Frank
Caraher, Patty’s former partner in Stumblin Inn, her
house on Oneida. And the circle of life continues in
Ocean Bay Park! Until next time, thanks for reading.
1. L ove the Second Time Around – Gale O’Donnell and
Jim Wolling.
2. H
 appy 40th Birthday – Iveliz Santiago and
Vincent Bianco.
3. The “Sams” at Fire Island – Mary Lewis, Samantha
Kreloff, Samantha Yee and Elliott Kreloff.
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O C EA N BEACH AREA
by Joey Macellaro | joe@fireisland-news.com

The Same Boat
“WE DID NOT ALL COME OVER on the same
ship, but we are all in the same boat,” wrote financier
Bernard Baruch. Although some of us are homeowners, some hotel visitors, some business owners,
some day-trippers, some renters, and some laborers,
we all have a stake in our community, a bustling
village, and its neighbors at the heart of Fire Island.
Many of us who were transients here have made the
slow move toward permanency, often transitioning
from renting or working to proud citizenship.
Regardless of how we arrived, some of the best
opportunities for embracing our positions as stakeholders are found during election seasons. Over
the last several weeks, the talk-of-the-town often
centered on the impending Village of Ocean Beach
elections for mayor, two village trusteeships, and
village justice. As occupants of the “same boat,”
many of us in the community did our civic duty by
actively participating in debate and casting votes on
Friday, June 1.
After meeting friends at the ferry dock on
Saturday, May 26, Patty Brahe noted that we had
already missed the first few minutes of the candidates’ forum being hosted by the Ocean Beach
Association at the Community House. Mayor James
Mallott, Trustee Brian Power, and trustee candidates
Tara Schoen Fishman and Dawn Hargraves participated in the well-attended event, addressing questions
submitted by members of the audience. Opinions
varied, although the candidates received a collective
round of applause after speaking unfavorably about
the 1 a.m. ferry, cancelled a year ago last week.
Saturday was the bright spot of this year’s Memorial Day weekend, as rain threatened on Sunday and
Monday. Due to weather, the Ocean Beach Fire
Department moved its Sunday morning Memorial
Day celebration to the Community House, where
Sgt. Hank Clemmons spoke on the significance of
the holiday and why its meaning differs from that of
Veterans Day. Chief Ian Levine reported that the fire
department’s annual blood drive on Saturday afternoon was successful and drew about 50 donors.
The Ocean Beach Community Fund (OBCF) will
be hosting a flea market and bake sale on the ball field
on Saturday, June 9, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Contact
Gail Stamler at 516-312-6774 for more information.
The OBCF also wishes to extend an early invitation to the Fund’s screening of John Favreau’s film
“Chef,” on the athletic field the evening of Friday,
July 6. Additionally, the Fire Island Animal Welfare
Society and the Free Union Church are planning
to screen a film on the work of the Society’s president, John McCollum, the weekend of June 30, with
details to be announced.
The Ocean Beach Association (OBA) is a
non-profit organization that for nearly four decades
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has raised funds to benefit the community through
events, projects, and funding of groups including
the Ocean Beach Historical Society, the lifeguards,
and the police and fire departments. The OBA
would like to extend an invitation for current and
prospective members to attend its summer meeting
at the Community House, at 11 a.m., on Saturday,
June 23.
OBA President Maria Silsdorf reached out to
invite the community to a fundraiser she is hosting
with Gail Miller, Ann Biederman, and Judy Kahn to
benefit Democratic 2nd Congressional District candidate Liuba Grechen Shirley of Amityville. Grechen
Shirley recently received national media attention for
winning the right from the Federal Election Commission to use campaign funds for childcare expenses.
The event will be held at the Island Mermaid at Bay
Walk and Ocean Breeze this Saturday, June 9, from
9:15 to 11:15 a.m. The cost of a plate begins at $100
and pre-registration is not required.
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Now is the time to register campers for the Ocean
Beach Youth Group (OBYG), which is moving back
into Windswept, its longtime home on the bay at
Ocean Road, this season. Parents may register their
children, ages 3 to 13, for the week, the month, or
a full season, with a counselor-in-training program
available for 14-year-olds. June 25 is the first day
of the July session. Additionally, a welcome back
fundraiser is being held at Windswept, from 6 to 10
p.m., on Saturday, July 14, with drinks, appetizers,
live music, and a silent auction. Tickets are $50 per
person or $80 per couple and may be purchased at
the camp office at the community house or at www.
obyg.org.
The OBYG’s homecoming is among several
changes in town. After 24 years of ownership by
Mark Miller and his family, Jamie Ragusa purchased
Michael’s Pizza at Bay Walk and Evergreen last year.
Ragusa has revamped the restaurant and reopened this
season as Big Al’s Sip n’ Surf Kitchen & Beach Bar,
leaving Town Pizza as the sole pizza spot on the strip.
Across the street, a void has been left at 930
Bay Walk as longtime resident Shirley Wersebe has
moved upstate full-time. Members of Wersebe’s
family had previously owned the commercial buildings on both sides of her bayside bungalow and were
active members of the community.
As previously mentioned, Ocean Beach lost
longtime resident Thomas Sigelakis on March 5.
His daughter Jennifer Sigelakis writes: “‘T’ was
well-known for awesome breakfasts, an eclectic art
collection, and his peaceful and generous nature. He
was lovingly called ‘the mayor of Ocean Beach’ by
his daughter because he couldn’t walk through town
without greeting and talking with everyone. He was
a lover of nature and all animals, but cats (usually
named for radical leaders) held a special place in his
heart. Music, art, and literature of nearly every genre
were a big part of his life, of which he spent much
time enjoying with friends and family.”
In happier news, Thomas’s sister Daphne
Sigelakis married longtime boyfriend Kevin
Gillespie of Summer Club on May 26. Both were
previously employed in transportation for the Fire
Island School, with Daphne later working in the post
office. Both are now retired and reside upstate.
I hope to be on the same literal boat as you sometime soon. Until then, enjoy the beach.
1. Windswept, home of the OBYG, nears completion.
(Photo courtesy of Patty Brahe)
2. The OBA hosted a candidates' forum on May 26.
(Photo by Lauren Chenault)
3. Daphne Sigelakis and Kenneth Gillespie wed on
May 26. (Photo courtesy of Samantha Sigelakis-Minski)
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HOT MESS: Ocean Beach
Election 2018 Examined
By Shoshanna McCollum
AS OUR PAPER WILL go to print before those last
ballots are counted, this article was penned with a
degree of uncertainty. You the readers will know
more about the final outcome. However we do know
that there are a lot of raw emotions right now, and
much vicious Facebook chatter that has gone down.
How did the Village of Ocean Beach reach such a
state of affairs?
The Scrimmage: As far as village elections go,
the 2018 mayoral trustee race was in many ways
an unremarkable one. Mayor James Mallott was
running for his third term unopposed, and among the
sitting trustees up for re-election, Jason Bendicksen
decided not to run for another term. When the Ocean
Beach Association (OBA) spring meeting took place
this past March, four individuals stepped forward to
run for the office in addition to incumbent Trustee
Brian Power, including former Trustee Steven Einig,
Tara Schoen Fishman, Dawn Hargraves, and Donald
Livoti. Enig and Livoti both dropped out of the race
early on.
The Debate: This publication ran an election
preview with all four candidates as well as Village
Justice William Wexler (who also ran unopposed).
The day after the release of that article, the OBA
hosted a candidates’ forum on Saturday, May 26.
Schoen Fishman drew largely from her Fire Island
multi-generation family legacy, and spoke of the need
for “creative solutions” and greater transparency
in the budget. Hargraves was vocal several times
about the need to confront the situation of shortterm house rental through venues like Airbnb. The
incumbent candidates’ statements in contrast were
somewhat dull. Mayor Mallott spent much of his
allotted time yet again reminiscing about Hurricane
Sandy events. Brian Power’s “Ding-dong the witch
is dead,” remark about the discontinued 1 a.m. ferry
was one of the few moments that did not feel scripted
that afternoon.
Voting Day: Friday, June 1, was unimpressive
with its gray skies, and damp fog. Post-Memorial
Day weekend exhaustion still seemed to be lingering in everyone’s bones. The election poles did not
seem especially busy when this writer was there to
vote at noon, and things seemed orderly enough. By
8:45 p.m. this was not the case.
The Count: Tension in the Community House
auditorium was as thick as the fog that had only grown
heavier as the evening wore on. Inspectors and poll
watchers who had been there all day looked tired and
spent. The Order to Show Cause delivered by Hargraves

to stay the absentee ballots changed everything. Sixtyeight paper ballots in sealed envelopes were off to be
sequestered by Suffolk County Board of Elections.
However it was possible all that transpired all day
in the electronic tabulators would render that action
moot. “Are you shitting me?” blurted out Village
Attorney Ken Gray when the receipt spit out of the
machine: Mallott, 226; Power, 191; Hargraves, 183;
and Schoen Fishman, 116. Schoen Fishman was 67
votes behind Hargraves, not enough to nullify those
sequestered ballots – this was a cliffhanger.
The History: Controversy is no stranger to
Ocean Beach elections. In the 1990s, homeowners
lamented of bartenders and waitresses swaying
election results, urged to register and vote in the
village by their business-owner bosses. This too
led to unpleasant election law litigation, and it was
swiftly ruled in the service worker’s favor. Fastforward to 2015, incumbent Trustee Gregory Pace
seemed a shoe-in for reelection when the mechanical
voting machines were opened, but the tide suddenly
turned when the absentee ballots were counted, and
challenger candidate Christopher Norris ended up
winning by 35 votes.
The Numbers: An unopposed candidate is an
unopposed candidate. We have Mallott back for
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another four years. Power’s position is also secure
as those 68 ballots are not enough to diminish his
lead. This writer, who has sometimes worked as an
election inspector, has never seen a batch of absentee
ballots large or small uniformly vote in a single
direction. Hargraves most likely has won the second
trustee chair, and the court order she filed was not
necessary. Perhaps this is why she filed a request to
have the motion withdrawn the following Monday,
June 4.
Conclusion: An election packaged to the people
as one that would build a bridge, has instead driven
a breach, one that is wider than it has been for
sometime. Who is to blame? Some might say it is the
business owners that have become a behemoth of a
special interest group, while others point out that the
homeowner/residents are not without their share of
indiscretions. This writer is going out on a limb here
to say none of the above. She respectfully submits
that when the Ocean Beach Village Board members
decided to unanimously endorse their colleague,
they created a paradigm in which Schoen Fishman
and Hargraves were effectively pitted against each
other in this race. No disrespect to Power, but his
female challengers deserved the courtesy of a level
playing field, and they never really got one. There
are no winners in this election.
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C HERRY GROVE
ROSE’S VIEW by Robert Levine
MEMORIAL DAY 2018 is
now history. The Arts Project
had its 43rd Annual Homecoming Election on Sunday,
May 27, at the Community
House. Keeping up with the
tradition, Panzi and Bella
were the MCs. Thanks to
all the businesses in Cherry
Grove for donating gifts
to the more than 30 raffles,
with a special thanks to
Evelyn Danko and Valerie
Perez for being so generous.
Contestants who competed
for the coveted crown
included Mother, Victoria
Falls and Rose Levine. I’m
thrilled to become the 43rd
Homecoming Queen for the
70th Anniversary of the Arts
Project! I want the thank the
community for their enthusiastic reception. Panzi
declared this “The Year of
the Rose.”
I remember the Memorial Day Weekend of
1956. I rented a sofa for $5 a night. My living room
roommate at that time was China. I happened to tell
three friends of mine that I was going to Cherry
Grove for the weekend. They asked me to find a
house for them for the weekend. A brand new
house, Villa Vista, was just built by John Eberhard
and Joe Furon. They built Belvedere and at least
20 other houses at that time. They charged $30 for
the three nights. I called my friends from the phone
booth in the center of town, and of course they were
thrilled. My good friends Mike Merino and Glen
Dooley are now the proud owners of this beautiful
house. Things have certainly changed.
The Arts Project had its annual Flea Market on
the weekend of May 19. They had more merchandise than Raymour & Flanigan. Sofas, chairs, tables,
lamps, sheets, towels, dishes, and tchotchkes galore!
Many thanks to Charlie, Troy, and Brian for their
hard work organizing and for working this event,
as well as the sales people and to Meryl Facterman,
who was the cashier.
The Cherry Grove Community Association had a
meet and great cocktail party on Saturday evening,
at the Community House among all of the merchandise, which was moved to the sides. It was great fun,
just like being in a warehouse. Believe it or not some
were shopping while drinking and mingling.
Congratulations to Wes Pope, who just landed a
job as a dresser with the “Anastasia” company on
Broadway. We are happy to welcome John Woell and
Fernando Iglesias. They moved into their new house,
which has been under construction for more than a
year. Peggy Samson and her husband Marty Beyman

1
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have returned to their oceanfront home from their
London residence. Before arriving in the Grove, they
spent time in Paris and New York City.
Happy Birthday to Anita Auricchio, who is a
board member of the Arts Project. She never stops
working. She and other board members were part of
the welcoming committee that greeted new volunteers that signed up to work at many summer events
on Volunteer Day.
The 42nd Annual PAWS Benefit was once again
presented by Valerie Perez at the Community House,
which featured Panzi, Bella, and Demi as MCs. Other
performers included Donna Pirahna, Bruce-Michael
Gelbert, Beach DeBree, and Rose Levine making
her first presentation as Homecoming Queen singing
“Tomorrow” as Annie, with Mr. Burberry. PAWS
founder Lee Frey was in the audience; it was nice to
see her again.
If you are in New York City, Fire Island Artist
Warren Boyd Wexler will have his photography
shown at the GNA show at Salmagundi Club at 5th
Avenue and 12th Street, from June 18-22.
Roland Michely conducted a beautiful program for
the annual Memorial Service, which was started more
than 30 years ago. Community Association President
Diane Romano, Arts Project President Thom Hanson
and Richard Schack of the Memorial Fund spoke.
Gene Rohrer was at the piano and played two pieces
by Claude Debussy and Edvard Grieg.
We say final farewells to Ken Lunde, who lived
in the Grove for many years. He was a wonderful
Broadway pianist and accompanist who was affiliated with “Crazy For You” and other major
Broadway shows. We remember him as the cocktail
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party pianist at the Community House when Christine Ebersole performed.
We also will miss Glen Coleman, who passed
at the age of 52. Our condolences to Jack Quinn,
who recently lost his mother Priscilla; she visited
the Grove many times and was a great supporter of
this community.
We also wish Arthur Cohen a speedy recovery.
Upcoming Events:
June 8, 9, 10: The Artist Tour of Cherry Grove
will hold its fifth annual event but this year they are
partnering with the Dune Fund, with a silent auction
on Friday, June 8, from 5-8 p.m., at the Community House. All participating artists are donating
their work. Martinu Schneegass designed quality
T-shirts and beach towels that will be available for
sale. The weekend of visiting artists’ home studios
then proceeds as usual with maps being distributed
throughout downtown.
June 10: Get ready for the Invasion with the
Annual Drag Sale.
June 16: Cherry Grove’s Annual Gay Pride
Parade, with festivities starting at 2 p.m. Floats,
food, fun, and fireworks! The pyrotechnics begin at
9:30 p.m., with the best view by the bay.

1. Richie Mastascusa and Wes Pope.
2. Sunny and Kate.
3. Joyce Yager, Kelly Gun, and Diane Romano at the
Cherry Grove Community Party.
4. Arts Project Volunteers.
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F I R E IS LAND PINES
ROSE’S VIEW by Robert Levine
AN INVITATION WAS SENT OUT for
a party given by Kit and Joe at Grey Gardens on Bay Walk, Wednesday, July 29,
1981, at 4:30 a.m., to celebrate the wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana.
Of course I was there. On Saturday, May
19, 2018, the entire world watched the
royal wedding of their son, Prince Harry
and Meghan Markle. We got up at 5:30
a.m. to watch this historical event. Then
I remembered that I had an invitation,
which was on my bulletin board. It was
still there 37 years later.
Speaking of royal weddings, on May
19 we we’re invited to the wedding of
Susan Lambert and Claude Kerven at a
beautiful ocean front house in the Pines.
Susan has been coming to the Pines for 20
years and wanted to be married in the Pines. She had
five of her best girlfriends as attendants. Claude had
two of his childhood friends, David Broffman and
Danny Rubin. They were 8 years old when they met.
His third best man was Susan’s son, Will Antoniou.
At least 80 people were in attendance. Many friends
arrived from various cities in the U.S., including New
York City and Boston. They came for the weekend
or for the day. Todd Ericson from Coastal Roots in
the Grove did all the beautiful flower arrangements.
Stephen G. Daniello of Share Chef, was the caterer. Chicken, pasta, London broil, eggplant, salads,
and other delicious food were beautifully presented
and served. Although the weather was dull and dreary that day, the atmosphere in the house was full of
love, friendship, and excitement.
Lambda Attorney Evan Wolfson represented Boy
Scout James Dale in a New Jersey Court in 1990.
James came out as gay and the Boy Scouts of America actually expelled him. In 2000, his case went to
the Supreme Court. In July 1994, Michael Fitzgerald
and I hosted a Lambda party in the Grove. The guest
of honor was James Dale who now owns a house in
the Pines with his partner David Lam. Welcome to
the Pines.
I attended a talk in NYC at NeueHouse on East
25th Street in Manhattan. Award-winning journalist
Laura Hiam was interviewed for one hour in “Conversation with Melissa Ceria.” She spoke about her
political career, including her involvement with Donald Trump and Emmanuel Macron. The evening was
very stimulating. Laura visited the Pines on Memorial Day weekend, before heading back to Chicago.
The annual Doctor’s Fund Welcome Party was
held at Whyte Hall. President Stephen Hayes welcomed and thanked many guests who attended. Elinor
Gum, who has worked in the doctor’s office for many
years, got a special thank you. Additional thanks went
to Sara Jeffrey, Michael Borofsky, Walter and Karen
Boss, the bartenders, all the doctors, board members,
the Pines Fire Department, and FIPOA.

1

2
Welcome Shiv Paul who recently bought an
apartment in the Co-ops. Regards from Tony La
Rocco and Bill Moore who are still in Ft. Lauderdale; they left the Pines last October. Margot and
David Blum have returned to Water Island for
the summer, from their residence in Owens Mills,
Maryland. Amber Laign returned to the Pines as a
houseguest of Sloan Scherr. Her partner Robin Roberts from “Good Morning America” was in London
covering the royal wedding.
We say farewell to John Conboy who recently
passed away. He lived in the Grove with his late
partner Bob Messner in the 1950s, then moved to
the Pines, where they lived happily for many years.

3

The Mobile Access Cart Service is up and operating, as it has for the past 20 years. Kent Dillon
has been driving for the past 11 years. The Pines
Post Office is very busy receiving 60 to 80 packages three times a week from Amazon or just normal
usage. Douglas Wolff is the postmaster and Kent
Dillon is assistant postmaster. PO boxes are available; if you want one, walk in and apply.
Upcoming Events
June 9: Women’s Pride in The Pines, founded by
Linda Gottlieb, will be celebrating its eighth annual
fundraiser for the LGBTQ Focus Foundation, from
2:30-9 p.m. Dance at Whyte Hall and dinner and
show featuring BETTY and Alan Cumming at The
Pines Club. VIP Cocktail Party is already sold out,
but tickets available for other parts of the function.
Visit www.lgbtqfocus.org.
June 10: Fire Island Pines Historical Society
presents the classic documentary “Where Ocean
Meets Sky,” from 1-3 p.m., at Whyte Hall. Requested donation: $15. Tickets at pineshistory.org.
June 16: FIPAP is sponsoring Rat Pack Casino
Night at Whyte Hall, from 6-10 p.m.
Ongoing
Mass begins at Whyte Hall every Sunday, at
12:30 p.m., through September.
Enjoy late night piano bar with Jack Aaronson at
the Blue Whale, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
from 10 p.m.-2 a.m. Also at the Blue Whale is Bingo
every Wednesday, at 8 p.m., with Pissi Myles.

1. James Dale and David Lam.
2. Invitation, circa 1981.
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3. Newlyweds Susan Lambert and Claude Kerven.
4. Jim Hausman, Eleanor Gum, and myself with
Cami Hausman.
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Biting the Bullets: What FINS and NPS
Have Been Up To
By Shoshanna McCollum
IN OUR OPENING ISSUE of Fire Island News
this season, we did our duty to catch readers up on
all the island happenings that transpired over the
off-season. Our research uncovered that Fire Island
National Seashore (FINS) and National Park Service (NPS) have had a busy few months – so much
so that a standalone article seemed required. Some
of this information may sound familiar, but we are
sure you will learn a few things in this article – we
certainly did.
OCTOBER
• Breach Stable: After five years, a study of the
breach that opened in the Otis Pike Wilderness Area
in the wake of Superstorm Sandy was deemed “stable” according to a finding released by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The breach on Fire Island’s
east end opened in the area known as Old Inlet,
where a similar breach had existed
during Revolutionary times between
1763-1825. The USGS’s determination ultimately contributed to FINS
reaching concluding stages of their
breach management plan, which
was added to the Federal Register in
December 2017.

National Park Service is on firm footing to preserve
and protect the most spectacular places in the United States for future generations,” when putting him
back on the job. Perhaps Zinke does not feel that
mature forests are all that spectacular. In 2006 the
Washington Post reported that Smith received a letter
of reprimand for “inappropriately using his position
to apply pressure and circumvent NPS procedures”
so that Washington Redskins owner, Daniel Snyder
could cut down 130 mature trees on protected land
in order to get better views of the Potomac River
from his mansion estate.
• Government Shutdown: At the end of January, Fire Island Lighthouse Preservation Society
(FILPS) announced a two-week closure of the facility to address repairs and maintenance. Then the government shutdown happened only a few days prior
and suddenly lighthouse tower tours were abruptly

newspaper of Bar Harbor, Maine (where Hauptman
served as superintendent of Acadia National Park
between his FINS terms), described him as “a true
civil servant and pro-environment, pro-conservation, pro-choice, pro-woman, pro-LGBT rights.”
• FINS received Honorable Mention for the
U.S. Forest Service Chief’s Honor Award in Sustaining Forests and Grasslands in recognition of its
efforts to suppress the Southern Pine Beetle. Since
2014, this invasive insect species has ravaged Fire
Island and the surrounding Long Island region.
The award recognized swift multi-agency response
including New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, the U.S. Forest Service, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Central Pine Barrens
Commission, Brookhaven National Lab, New York
State Parks, Suffolk County Parks, and the National Park Service. Four years after initial discovery
of Southern Pine Beetle presence on
Long Island, infestation rates have
dropped dramatically.

MAY
• McGuiness Weds: FINS Acting Superintendent Sean McGuiness
(2007-2008) married John Henry
Korman of Wading River. McGuiness
JANUARY
was appointed deputy superintendent
• Reynolds Back to His Roots:
of FINS in 2005, but took the leadFINS Superintendent Michael Reynership helm a few years later when
olds (2005-2008) was named superhis boss, Mike Reynolds, was called
intendent of Yosemite National Park
away from FINS on special assignby U.S. Secretary of the Interior
ment and ultimately promoted by
Ryan Zinke in January 2018. This is
NPS. McGuiness did not publicly
where Reynolds got his start, being
come out as gay during those years
three family generations strong in
but met Korman during his tenure
serving NPS. After leaving FINS,
here. He retired from NPS at age 64
Reynolds went onto Philadelphia
as superintendent of the Upper Delato accept a post as deputy regionware Scenic and Recreational River
al director of the NPS Northeast
in Beach Lake, Pennsylvania.
What government shutdown? Maintenance work at Fire Island Lighthouse went ahead
Region. His career would eventual- as planned. (Photo FILPS)
• Watch Hill Reopens: After
ly take him to acting director of NPS
18 months of closure for intensive
itself, but it was on his watch that a Tweet juxta- cancelled. How was this going to affect the mainte- repairs, Watch Hill is at last back in service this sumposing Donald Trump’s Presidential Inauguration to nance work that was planned? “Our board members mer, at least on a phased basis. Ice over conditions
that of Barak Obama’s surfaced. Some have spec- are presently wearing coveralls and holding paint on the bay this past winter damaged pilings in both
ulated this move to Yosemite might be a demotion brushes,” said FILPS Program Coordinator Aman- Watch Hill and Sailor’s Haven marinas, and those
for Reynolds, but others say there is important work da Vaskas franticly. With the shutdown in place, repairs remain ongoing. Reopening of Watch Hill
ahead. He steps in to replace Don Neubacher, who insurance guidelines prohibited volunteers who had was postponed last year due to unforeseen structurresigned from Yosemite in 2016 after allegations of signed on for these tasks from doing so. Luckily that al problems that meant boaters could not utilize the
gender bias and sexual harassment within the park government shutdown was a short one, repairs took facility for the entirety of 2017, and the project went
hierarchy caused scandal, and there is still much place as intended, and the lighthouse reopened on over budget by $1.5 million. Improvements include
healing to be done. Many believe Reynolds is the schedule and looking spiffy.
3,841 linear feet of raised bulkhead, elevated elecbest man for that job.
tric transformers, and improved fresh water service
• New NPS Director Named: Zinke also named FEBRUARY
with funding by U.S. Department of Transportation
Paul Daniel Smith as acting director of NPS in ear• John “Jack” Hauptman 1935-2018: Haupt- Federal Highway Administration. Both marina facilly January. For 11 out of his 31 years of service with man, FINS superintendent from 1982-1987, and ities also have a new concessioner this year, Love
NPS, Smith was superintendent of Colonial Nation- then from 1991-1997, was the only FINS superinten- Watch Hill and Sailor’s Haven, Inc., who will operal Park of Yorktown, Virginia, until retiring in 2015. dent to serve two separate terms in that position. He ate the marina, snack bars, and campgrounds. The
While Zinke said he could “think of no one better passed away on Feb. 3, in Gainesville, Florida, at the improvements are being hailed as the most extenequipped to help lead our efforts to ensure that the age of 82. His obituary in the Mount Desert Islander sive to the facility since the 1960s.
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D IN IN G R EV I E W >> by Shoshanna McCollum

The Pantry

1 Bay Walk, Ocean Beach, NY
631-583-SHOP (7467)
FOR VISITOR AND RESIDENT ALIKE,
Fire Island’s local deli markets have long served
as the unofficial welcoming ambassadors. They
are there to offer refreshment for day-trippers,
as well as essentials needed in a pinch by renters
and homeowners. The Pantry on the west side of
Ocean Beach stands out among them.
The space itself is very old. Prior to the incorporation of what we know today as Ocean Beach,
there were actually two communities: Ocean
Beach proper, between Surfview and Bungalow
Walks; and Stay-a-While Estates, Ocean, Wilmot, and Surf Roads. The bend where The Pantry
stands is evidence of where the two communities
were ultimately sewn together. Back in the day it
was known as Adie’s, then later as Whitney Market. With Island Mermaid Proprietor Scott Hirsch
at the helm, its incarnation as The Pantry came to
be in the summer of 2012, and the establishment
continues to grow and refine itself.
Why include a market deli in the dining review
section at all? Because sometimes us beach hermits want someone else to prepare the meal, but
desire the solitude of dining in the comfort of our
homes. Wonderful as our Fire Island restaurants
are, they can quickly transform into minefields
where neighbors feel it’s acceptable to interrupt

that nice meal you and your guests are having
with their business – sometimes that’s okay, but
other times it isn’t. However that’s a topic for
another day, let’s talk about the food!
The Pantry offers a tempting selection of
sandwiches – and it is kind of clever how they
named many of them after the Fire Island communities and landmarks. The Lighthouse is
cracked pepper turkey, Swiss cheese and coleslaw on hero bread; the Club sandwich is buttermilk batter-cooked chicken with bacon, lettuce,
and tomato on a ciabatta roll.
We went with the Kismet – roast beef, potato cake, horseradish cheddar, and lemon aioli on
an artisan roll; as well as a combination that was
dubbed the Phony Soprano – salami, pepperoni,
ham, provolone, lettuce, onion, tomato, and Italian
dressing on hero bread. And because one cannot
dine on sandwiches alone, we also got a container
of their homemade potato salad (always a quality
barometer for any deli) as well as some beverages. The Pantry has an eclectic beverage selection
along with the standards. We went with Herbert’s
Lemonade, a brand we never heard of before, and
a brew called Founder’s All Day IPA Session Ale.
If your month is watering already, the Kismet tasted just as good as it sounded – a true carnivore’s delight, with the horseradish bite to the
cheese complementing the roast beef just right.
All the deli meats are Boar’s Head, so you know
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the quality is there. The Phony Soprano is a classic New York style Italian grinder, and there were
no false notes hit there! The potato salad was prepared with red potato, which gave it texture and
body, with a generous helping of onion for favor.
Herbert’s Lemonade was not too sweet, a plus in
our book; and as micro-brew connoisseurs we
were delightfully surprised with the IPA, which
had a good nutty flavor and came in a generously
sized 19.5-ounce can.
The sandwiches were so big that sharing one
between us was meal enough. The Pantry wraps
their food for traveling, so saving the other for later was no problem at all.
Of course there is always room for dessert.
The Pantry offers beautiful breads and cakes,
and cookies baked on premises. The brownies
spoke to us, and yes they will quell even the most
intense of chocolate cravings.
Fact is we enjoyed this feast for under $50, a
square deal on Fire Island indeed.
The Pantry is a participant of Grubhub, so
online ordering for pickup or delivery is supereasy. And let’s not forget they are also a grocery
store with locally grown produce, fine cheeses,
breakfast sandwiches, coffee on the go, gluten-free
items, as well as soap, cat food, sunscreen, and all
of those other things you may have left behind on
the mainland but your stay on Fire Island would be
impacted without.
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The Painted Lady: Lauren Stevens
By Danielle Lipiec

A PRIMAL TALENT CAN easily turn to a lifelong
venture as one begins the journey of adulthood and
molding their likes and interests into their livelihoods. This has been the case for Fire Island frequenter Lauren Stevens, who refreshed her love for
illustrating in her pursuit to publish her very own
adult coloring books.
Stevens’ knack for art began as early as she can
recall having enough motor skills to hold a crayon.
“It was just natural,” she said. Her longtime love

for many forms of art, including sculpting, painting with different materials, and drawing, led her
to pursue a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the Parson
School of Design in New York City. With this, she
began her career in graphic design.
As a busy graphic designer swamped with deadlines, Stevens admits that at a point, she had begun
to let her drawing capabilities slip. “I’d been letting
my drawing skills get rusty because graphic design
uses completely different skills,” she said. “You’re

chained to a computer designing everything from
web sites, to brochures, to a restaurant menu.”
That’s when some friends pitched a business
idea to her, and her aptitude for illustration had a
chance to flourish again. “My friend, Sooki, wanted to start a business with me, and my friend, Dave,
said, ‘Hey, you should illustrate adult coloring
books, that’s a thing now,” Stevens recalled. “It’s
been amazing getting my skills back. Drawing is
fun and producing books is good discipline.”
And so, the formation of the coloring book company MUSE began. Pioneered by herself and friend
Sooki Hwang, the company has begun to self-publish adult coloring books. Featured on MUSE’s
website are a handful of free downloadable coloring book pages, biographies on the company’s
founders, and a link to purchase MUSE’s coloring
books that are available on both Amazon and Etsy.
The works Stevens has published varies greatly from book to book, as she and Hwang draw
inspiration from many different sources of influence. “Maybe we should be more consistent in our
themes, but we can’t help it, we are getting inspiration all over the place!” Stevens said. “Our first
book, ‘EPIC MYTHS, The Ancient World’ was
inspired by mythology all over the world, not just
the Greek myths most people know a bit of. Then
we did ‘BIBLE STORIES.’ I can’t claim to be deeply religious but the Old Testament has some rocking
stories to illustrate.”
On the list of the many places Stevens finds
inspiration is none other than Fire Island itself.
“Heck yes,” Stevens said when I asked if Fire Island
had influenced any of her illustrations. “We all get
inspired out here, in a million different ways. I currently have a half-dozen Fire Island-inspired images rolling around in my head, and I look forward
to getting them down on paper.” She admits that
while she considers Fire Island to be a home, she is
a regular renter who often finds herself hanging out
at the homes of her resident friends. As an inhabitant of Astoria, Queens, Stevens finds pleasure in
the simplicity that Fire Island offers. “I’ve rented houses with friends almost every season for the
last quarter-century, and I’m also one of the most
successful freeloaders out there. Everyone should
always have good friends with beach houses.”
Stevens intends on continuing to put out adult
coloring books through MUSE, clad with her very
own designs and ideas. “I’ve got about 20 different
book ideas right now, but only two hands. And only
one of those hands actually draws,” Stevens said.
With books already out and more on the way this
year, it doesn’t appear that this outlet of creativity
of hers will cease any time soon.
Editor’s Note: Lauren Stevens recently contracted
with Fire Island News to supply us with adult coloring page content as a service to our readers. Keep
your eye out for her works as a regular feature in
this publication.
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Open 7 Days a week starting Memorial Day
Please call or visit our website for more details

631.583.8800

www.maguiresbayfrontrestaurant.com
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REAL ESTATE & HOME
REAL ESTATE LISTINGS
Del Mar Ranch at Admiralty - $495,000
Exclusive Del Mar Ranch located in Bay Front
Gated Admiralty Community. Large entry foyer
welcomes you to oversized living room with fireplace. Southern exposed kitchen with breakfast
nook, large 2 Bedrooms, den/office, extended
master bedroom suite with private bath, hardwood floors, updated mechanicals, 1 car garage
with overhead storage, private patio, luxurious
park-like waterfront community with clubhouse,
gym, pool and marina. Contact Helen Thompson
at Sunset 3 Realty, 631-666-2110.

15 Buoy Lane, West Islip - $775,000
Boat Lovers Delight! Fabulous waterfront
Hi-Ranch, 4,000 sq ft, 5 bedrooms, 3 full baths,
large family room with fireplace, beautiful
perennial Gardens, 75’ of bulkhead for your
boating pleasure, private Cul-De-Sac, Trex
Decking and gorgeous water views! Don’t miss
this opportunity to live the boating lifestyle!
Contact Jeanne Grampp at Meg Smith and
Associates, 631-206-4374.

Potter Boulevard, Brightwater - $599,000
100-year-old three bedroom, two full baths in Brightwaters.
Traditional center hall colonial has all the architectural details
you have been waiting for! Living room with fireplace, custom
built-ins and window seats. Formal dining room with chair
rails, sunlit den and custom office! Backyard features deck
overlooking saltwater inground pool. Serenity garden,
vegetable garden- all
organic! New garage
and fabulous front
porch completes this
special place to call
home. Contact Meg
Smith at Meg Smith
and Associates,
631-647-7013.

2 Boathouse Lane, Bay Shore – $879,000
Unique and private 4,000 sq. ft. farmhouse nestled within the
gated community of Sunscape South. Features 5 bedrooms,
3 baths, a 50’X20’ great room w/oversized brick fireplace.
Farmhouse style kitchen. Entertainers dining room. 1,500
sq. ft. Four bay corral on 1.06 acres. Lot bordered by
approximately 71 acres
of NYS owned land
(forever wild).
Call Lisa Smith at
303-319-6152 or
Meg Smith at
516-578-7153 to
schedule your
private showing.

Uniquely situated on the
curve of an oceanfront beach,
this house has unrestricted
views of the Atlantic Ocean,
the barrier island, Jones Inlet
and the Great South Bay. The
home offers first floor entry &
bedrooms, an upper living
floor & master suite, a roof
top lounge with spa and
outdoor deck space, each
with inspiring views from
sunrise to sunset.

Expression. Inspiration. Life.
Unmistakably Busch Associates Architects.

Advertise your home or rental
www.buschassociatespc.com
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SAGE Turns 40
By Robert Levine

Ariadne Villarreal was bestowed the Doris Taussig Award for Community Service. She is pictured with her friends Scott Ahlborn, husband Peter
Villarreal, and Jim Streaker.

Ed and Dee Baum, parents of SAGE Leadership Award winner Allan Baum,
with fellow honoree Frank Liberto.

SAGE (Senior Action in a Gay Environment)
celebrates its 40th anniversary as an LGBT
advocacy and services group for LGBT elders.
Saturday, June 2, was the 26th annual fundraiser held for them in Fire Island Pines.
Founded in 1978 in New York City, SAGE
has grown over the last four decades into
a national organization, making a tangible
impact across the country. SAGE partners with
policymakers, agency heads, and members
of Congress to advocate for necessary policy
changes to improve the quality of life for our
community including housing, stability, and
access to LGBT-affirming health care. Now
with 28 affiliates in 20 states, more LGBT
seniors are benefiting from SAGE’s work than
ever before.
Concepts like LGBT affordable elder housing were first introduced by SAGE. A groundbreaking ceremony for 145 such units was
recently held in the Ingersoll section of Brooklyn, as well as 227 such units in the Crotona
section of the Bronx; both will be ready for
occupancy late 2019. Now such a project in
Bay Shore is in the planning stages, with construction scheduled to begin later this month.
The Pines has a history of supporting
SAGE, beginning the ‘80s, in private homes
with cocktail and dinner parties, some of
which entitled you to attend a cabaret show at
the Pavilion with Broadway entertainers such
as Harvey Fierstein among others.
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In 1993, Morty Newbourgh and Tony La
Rocco took this cause in the Pines to another level. Tony, whose longtime partner at
that time was the late Nick Giosha, at 86
years old, gave a birthday party fundraiser that raised considerable money. That party would change the course of fundraising not
only for SAGE but for a number of prominent
LBGT organizations.
The SAGE events of today that began
in the Pines were held at the old Community House on the same lots where Whyte Hall
is located today. After at least 15 years at
the Community House, the party started to
be hosted by Dr. Ed Schulhafer and Crayton
Robey at their bayside home.
Co-chairs for the 2018 event were Doug
Harris, Nathan Pinsley, Scott Ahlborn and
Jim Streacker. The honorees were Frank Liberto, Allan Baum and Ariadne Villarreal. Past
honorees have included Barbara and Marvin
Gilston, Ward Auerbach, Barbara Sahlman,
Walter and Karen Boss, Jon Wilner and Bob
Howard, Mike and Laura Hartstein, Jim Pepper, Jack and Rita Lichtenstein, Fred Weil and
Bob Adams, Frank Stark, William Haydon
and Ron Perkov, Carol Weissman and Cheryl
Lyons, Alan Masur, Bob Alfondre, Brett Baccus, Annie and Eddie Canreva, Linda Gottleib, Lina Bradford, Steve and Chris Nicosia,
as well as this writer among others. The Pines
residents remain true supporters of this event.
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Dead Whale Washes Up on
Beach Over Holiday Weekend
By Danielle Lipiec
THE BODY OF A DECEASED HUMPBACK action, which is accomplished through education,
whale was found in an advanced state of decompo- response, and research.”
sition on the Fire Island National Seashore territory
As the leading large whale response organization
near the Point O’ Woods beach on Sunday, May 27. in New York State, the AMCS collects data on all
A Fire Island National Seashore ranger notified the whales in the area relative to where this humpback
Atlantic Marine Conservation Society (AMCS) upon was found. Specific event details such as date, time,
discovery of the mammal.
location, the whale’s size, species, cause of death,
Accompanied by the New York State Depart- and approximate weight, sex and age are recorded
ment of Environmental Conservation, the National by the organization. Collecting information of this
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Point sort aids the AMCS in gaining a better understandO’ Woods Association, and the Suffolk County ing of a specific species, what impacts it faces in the
Police Department the AMCS headed to the scene marine environment, and what can be done to proto perform a necropsy. Following the necropsy, it mote marine conservation.
was suspected the 33-foot long female humpback
“Education is vital in ensuring the safety of
whale, estimated between 3
whales and other marine
to 5 years of age, endured
mammals,” DiGiovanni
trauma consistent with vesadded. “We work to edusel strike. It is estimated the
cate the public on these
whale had been dead for
species that are right
over two weeks.
in their own backyards
While vessel strike is
through various programs,
the mammal’s likely cause
volunteer training sesof death, AMCS Chief Scisions, beach cleanups, and
entist and Founder Rob
more. We work with othDiGiovanni says samples
er environmental and conhave been sent out for conservation
organizations
firmation. “During all necas well to share what we
ropsies, samples are taken
know, work with the puband sent to a pathologist
lic, and promote marine
to help determine a cause
conservation. We share our
of death,” he said. “These
environment with these
results can take several
animals and we all must do
months to come back, so we
what we can to respect and
may have more information
protect them.”
this fall or winter.”
The Sea a Spout, Watch
Disposal of the whale’s
Out! program works for
carcass has been another
similar causes, and speconcern of both Fire Island
cifically advocates for
residents and all those worksafe
and
responsible
ing on and involved in the
whale watching by boatmatter, but DiGiovanni says
ers. This public educationthe method of disposal was
al program urges boaters
a fairly common procedure.
to make conscious deci“The remains were buried
sions to keep whales safe
on the beach. Burial on the
and minimize risk to these
beach is the most natural
whales while on the water.
way to dispose of deceased
Boaters are advised to
Photos by Robert Sherman.
whales and is the primary
coordinate viewing efforts
disposal option for large whale carcasses around the through radio channels, avoid bubble clouds creatcountry,” he said. “This has been an effective means ed by humpback whales, and keep a respectful disof disposal for more than 40 years, and the whale tance from the mammals at all times.
stays contained deep under the beach.”
The public is urged to keep at least 150 feet away
Throughout the process involved with this hump- from any beached marine animal, as both live and
back, the AMCS has had concerns about the nature deceased animals are federally protected under the
of its death. “There is currently an Unusual Mor- Marine Mammal Protection Act. AMCS encouragtality Event (UME) going on in the northeast with es the public to share sightings of large whales to
humpback whales, as there has been an increase sightings@amseas.org, and stranded mammals and
in deaths along the East Coast,” said DiGiovan- sea turtles to the Riverhead Foundation/New York
ni. “AMCS promotes marine conservation through State Stranding Hotline at 631-369-9829.
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25’ PARKER PILOT HOUSE
Bluefish · Fluke
Striped Bass
Packages
Starting at
$350


35’ SEA RAY SUNDANCER
Clamming · Tubing · Sunsets
Dinner Cruises · Office Parties
Bachelorette Parties · Sushi Sunset Cruises




TAKE OFF FROM SAYVILLE, OCEAN BEACH,
OCEAN BAY PARK, PINES OR CHERRY GROVE
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Defoliate Dunes? By Savannah Doviak
THE U.S ARMY CORPS of Engineers proposal to
de-vegetate dunes in Smith Point County Park this
fall to create better habitats for piping plovers has
received pushback from local environmentalists.
The proposal, which was approved by a county
committee on May 3, will allow the U.S Army Corps
to spray glyphosate on 30 acres of dune vegetation.
Spraying will kill vegetation, particularly non-native
plants, in an effort to help piping plovers, a threatened shore bird that nests along Long Island beaches.
Adrienne Esposito, executive director of the
nonprofit Citizens Campaign for the Environment
(CCE), who has described the Army Corps plan as
appalling, argued that while everyone should work
to help protect piping plovers from becoming extinct
wants, “The Army Corps to understand the value of
the dune system and give it equal weight in the value
of protecting the species.”
“We don’t want to pit protecting our dune against
piping plover protection. We are very confident a plan
can be crafted to accomplish both critical goals,” said
Esposito. “We spend all year trying to build up the
beaches and build up the dunes and spraying glyphosate on the vegetation seems counterproductive.”
Atlantic piping plovers are currently on the threatened species list according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, whose primary objective is “Identifying,

protecting, and restoring endangered and threatened
species.” The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service’s website describes the ideal piping plover habitat as “wide,
flat, open, sandy beaches with very little grass or other vegetation” backing the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers plan that de-vegetating the dunes will provide a
stronger habitat for Piping Plovers.
Glyphosate is a non-selective herbicide that prevents plants from making certain proteins that are
needed for plant growth. The National Pesticide
Information Center website explains that glyphosate can also remain in soil for up to six months,
depending on the climate and the type of soil it is in.
According to Esposito, no research has been offered
on whether the spraying may negatively affect other
plants or animals.
The initial proposal from the U.S Army Corps of
Engineers aimed to spray 173 acres of shoreline and
dunes. Through negotiations with the county committee, only 30 acres in four locations where there
are non-native plants were approved. Currently the
county law says that pesticides are prohibited from
being sprayed on county owned property without an
exemption granted by this committee.
The U.S Army Corps of Engineers missed their
April 1 deadline to spray this spring. Since each ruling is a one-year exemption from the county law, the

U.S Army Corps of Engineers will have to reapply to
spray next spring but are still able to spray this fall.
“I went and viewed the four areas that they proposed to de-vegetate and it was very appalling that
they would want to spray on these properties,” said
Esposito, who learned about the proposal because
CCE is on the county committee. “Many of the areas
had dense native vegetation. Many of the areas needed the vegetation in order to have a strong stable
dune system,” Esposito added.
Urging beach goers to stay clear of fenced off piping plover habitats and to be respectful of the species, Esposito left her final thoughts. “We understand
that piping plovers are an endangered and threatened
species and we understand that they are a very fragile species and they need our assistance. However, we
must look at these challenges holistically and we can’t
solve one problem by creating another problem.”
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CA LEN DA R >> by Lorna Luniewski

FRIDAY, JUNE 8

Eelgrass Seed
Collection Events

NYSDEC, Town of Brookhaven, The
Nature Conservancy and Stony Brook
University are working together to take
advantage of improved water quality
near the Fire Island breach by collecting
eelgrass seeds to help the south shore
bays recover valuable habitat. Volunteers
(who will need to get into the water)
can meet at Bellport Village Dock, at
9:30 a.m., today and June 9; and Union
Avenue Dock, Center Moriches, on June
15 and 16, at 9:30 a.m. A snorkel, mask
and wetsuit suggested. Be prepared for
sun exposure and to stay hydrated. For
more information, email dec.sm.seagrass.
management@dec.ny.gov.

FRIDAY-SUNDAY,
JUNE 8-10

Silent Auction and Artist
Tour of Cherry Grove

“Dawn Dunes Deer” by Susan Ann Thornton

The Artist Tour of Cherry Grove is partnering with the Dune Fund by donating
art for a silent auction held tonight, from
5-8 p.m., at the Community House. All
sales go to the Dune Fund. On June 9
and 10, the annual tour is held. Maps and
information sheets can be found at FIG,
the Grove Market and on bulletin boards.
The maps will include artist, medium, address, contact information and the hours
of viewing. For additional information
about the artists, visit the Facebook page
The Artist Tour of Cherry Grove.

SATURDAY, JUNE 9

Flea Market and Bake Sale
Ocean Beach Community Fund hosts
this event from 10 a.m.-6 p.m., at Ocean
Beach ball field. For details, call Gail at
516-312-6774.

Annual Sayre Lecture

Point O’ Woods Historical Society
presents Lynn Bocamazo, Army Corps
senior engineer for FIMI, at 3:45 p.m., at
the Casino. Bocamazo will discuss Storm
Risk Management for Fire Island: Today
and Tomorrow. All Fire Islanders are
welcome. If coming via the beach, use the

main stile; by water taxi drop off is at the
Yacht Club dock; from the bay side, use
the gate at Flynn’s.

SUNDAY, JUNE 10

Arts Festival by the Bay

Bay Shore Chamber of Commerce hosts
its annual festival, from 11 a.m.-6 p.m.,
along Main Street. The event features culinary delights, artists and vendors, a petting
zoo, pony rides, live music and dance, the
historical 1888 oyster sloop “Priscilla,”
and much more. For details, call Bay Shore
Chamber of Commerce at 631-665-7003
or visit www.bayshorecommerce.com.

TUESDAY, JUNE 12
HIA-LI Committee
Meeting

HIA-LI Environmental/Green Industries
Committee Co-Chairs Lilia Factor and
Tom Fox, host a meeting, at HIA-LI
Office, 225 Wireless Blvd., Suite 101,
Hauppauge, from 8:30-10 a.m. Topics
include: Environmental Advocacy on
Long Island and The Preservation of Fire
Island and Monitoring and Conservation
of Horseshoe Crabs – A Sentinel Species
for Coastal Erosion, with speakers Irving
Like, Esq., former counsel to Fire Island
National Seashore Citizens Committee,
Suffolk County in the decommissioning
of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant
and Nassau and Suffolk counties in the
Mid-Atlantic offshore oil drilling cases;
and former chair of the Law Committees
for the Agent Orange lawsuit; and Dr. John
Tanacredi, director of Center for Environmental Research and Coastal Oceans
Monitoring (CERCOM), Molloy College.
For details, call 631-543-5355.

SATURDAY, JUNE 16

Arts, Antiques, Collectibles and Classic Car Fair

Islip Arts Council sponsors this event,
from 10 a.m.-4 p.m., at Brookwood Hall,
50 Irish Lane, East Islip. Enjoy plein air
painting demonstrations, antiques, classic
cars and music. An appraiser also will be
available. For details, call 631-224-5420.

Flea Market

Kismet League for Animal Welfare holds
its annual flea market, featuring silent and
Chinese auctions, at Kismet Fire Department’s Community Center, Oak Walk,
today from 10 a.m.-4 p.m., and June 17,
from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. For information, call
631-583-5430.

SUNDAY, JUNE 17

Antique, Vintage and
Collectibles Show

Spend a special Father’s Day at historic
Sagtikos Manor, Montauk Highway, West
Bay Shore, from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Shop from
over 30 vendors, support the garden restoration at Sagtikos with a purchase from the
Friends of the Manor Gardens plant sale,
and tour the House for a special events fee.
Rain date: June 24. For more information,
e-mail antiqueshow@sagtikosmanor.org or
call 631-854-0939.

with two other comedians. Tickets: $40,
includes two drinks. For details, call
914-954-2875.

SATURDAY, JUNE 23
What’s the Buzz?

Father’s Day Breach Hike

Families can experience Fire Island’s
dynamic shore during this three-mile
guided hike to the wilderness breach and
back, from 10 a.m.-1 p.m., at Fire Island
National Seashore Wilderness Visitor
Center. Bring drinking water and insect
protection. For required registration, call
631-281-3010.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20
Woodhull School
Graduation

The graduation ceremony and spring
concert will be held at 6:30 p.m., and the
public is welcome! In addition, in celebration of the school’s centennial, visitors can
view an exhibit, curated by Woodhull’s
technology integration specialist Debbie
Gerken, featuring a chronological walk
through the district’s development including artifacts from the district and from
longtime residents. For further details, visit
www.fi.k12.ny.us.

THURSDAY, JUNE 21

Sunset on the Solstice at
the Seashore

Join a park ranger at the Fire Island National Seashore Wilderness Visitor Center
to savor the daylight on the longest day
of the year and enjoy a Fire Island sunset.
Take it all in or bring your camera to
capture the moment. Share your snapshots
with @FireIslandNPS on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram, and your photos could
be featured to celebrate the solstice. For
details, call 631-687-4780 (weekdays) or
631-281-3010 (weekends).

FRIDAY, JUNE 22

Kismet Comedy Night

The Kismet Fire Department Auxiliary
holds a benefit, at Kismet Fire Department Community Center, Oak Walk.
Doors open at 7 p.m., show from 8-10
p.m. Sam Wood MC’s the event, featuring headline comedian Joey Kola along
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Kids ages 7-12 and their caregivers can
explore the pollinator garden and the bees,
butterflies, beetles and other insects that
live there, at Fire Island National Seashore
Patchogue Watch Hill Ferry Terminal,
from 1-2:30 p.m. Enjoy the sights and
sounds of a garden in bloom, discover the
important role insects play in nature and
why native plants depend on them for survival. Create your own native wildflower
“seed bomb” to start your own pollinator
garden at home. For details on this free
program, call 631-687-4780.

UPCOMING

Summer Explorer Program
Seatuck Environmental Association offers
its annual camp program for kids entering
kindergarten through seventh-grade, at
South Shore Nature Center, 130 Bayview
Ave., East Islip. Children will explore the
wonders of nature through programs that
run Monday-Friday, from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Students are grouped by age and each
group will have one instructor and one
aide. Session dates: July 2-6, July 9-13,
July 16-20 and July 23-27. Cost per
session: $300; registration underway. For
information, call 631-581-6908 or email
pwalsh@seatuck.org.

There is no fee to post your public
event in the Fire Island News community calendar. Email us at info@
fireisland-news.com with listing date,
time, contact information and optional graphic for your Fire Island
or South Shore event. Due to limited
space, all event listings are subject to
modification at the sole discretion of
Fire Island News.
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EYE O N F I >> by Timothy Bolger

Saltaire’s Seismic Subdivision
THE LATE LIZ CLAIBORNE’S former estate, the
last bay-to-ocean private property on western Fire
Island – one of only six like it on the barrier beach –
is slated to be subdivided by developers.
At a May 16 meeting held nine days before Saltaire’s elections, the village board took seven minutes to approve the buyer’s request to carve up the
land into three lots and build two new homes, the
culmination of a year and a half of debate over the
issue. The buyer will pay for the $60,000 extension
of Richards Walk south of Lighthouse Prominade to
accommodate the new homes, village officials said.
“We determined at the...hearing that it would not
change the character of the village or put any sort
of undue burden on the village,” said Deputy Mayor Hillary Richard, although Trustee Hugh O’Brien
questioned how the construction wouldn’t have any
impact at all.
Out of about 4,000 homes on the 32-mile-long island, the other five privately owned bay-to-ocean lots
on FI are all in Water Island and Blue Point Beach areas, two of the easternmost communities, according
to the Fire Island National Seashore.
Claiborne, the fashion icon, was arguably Saltaire’s most famous resident until she died in 2007.
Her four-acre estate was listed for $7.9 million after
her husband and business partner, Arthur Orternberg,
died in 2014. The property was in contract the following January, but to date, the buyer’s identity and
sale price has remained under wraps – although both
may become public once the deal closes.
“The sale is contingent on approval from the village and the county to subdivide the property,” The
Wall Street Journal reported in 2015.
Now that Saltaire has approved the subdivision, following the Suffolk County Planning Commission’s determination that it was up to the village
since “there were no issues of regional significance,”

Navy and Cherry Grove’s meat
rack. The principal of the corporation is listed as an official
with a Manhattan-based title
agency, but the name confused
some residents into thinking
that the village itself was buying
the land – a point Saltaire officials have had to repeatedly clarify while remaining tight-lipped
about who is actually behind
the corporation.
Other than those few details, all that is publicly known
is that the buyer is “in part are
related to” Mayor John Zaccaro, since that’s the reason he
gave for recusing himself from
debating or voting on the issue,
leaving Deputy Mayor Richard
to lead the discussion. Zaccaro
is the son of former U.S. Rep.
Geraldine Ferraro (D-Queens),
the first female candidate on a
major party line. Zaccaro and
Richard were re-elected over
Memorial Day weekend.
The Claiborne property has
a dock in Clam Pond cove that
This is what the Claiborne house looks like today. It has undergone renovations
since she and her husband died. (Photo Lauren Chenault)
links with Pennant Walk, a private boardwalk leading up
to the oceanfront compound.
the closing is expected to follow. The exact closing It made headlines eight years ago when Ortendate was not immediately clear.
berg lifted a 1985 covenant preserving two undeThe applicant for the subdivision has so far only veloped oceanfront lots the couple had donated to
been identified as Village People LLC – a corpora- the village to be preserved. After a seven-year letion formed in 2014, not to be confused with the dis- gal battle with neighbors, the New York State Court
co troupe known for songs about the YMCA, the of Appeals affirmed the village’s right to sell the
land. Daniel Rappaport, one of the neighbors who
sued to block the sale, won a silent auction for the
land with his $1.9 million bid, money the village
used to build a new market as a part of its Sandy
recovery efforts.
“We bought it at a time that we wanted to keep
the community as simple and unpopulated as possible,” Ortenberg, reflecting on the preserved lot, had
told FIN in 2011. Billed as an act of environmental
preservation, it also had the benefit of keeping any
new neighbors from building a new home too close
for comfort for Claiborne and Ortenberg while the
couple was alive.
Following the subdivision, the existing Claiborne
house will have a one-acre buffer and two nearby
lots – one 13,600 square feet and the other 18,700
square feet – will be where a pair of new homes are
to be built, records show. The estate’s undeveloped
acreage north of Lighthouse Walk is not subject to
the subdivision.
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FIN Archives Acquired
By Shoshanna McCollum

FIN owners Chris and Laura Mercogliano showing off graphic art examples that appear to date back to the Robert Moses road protests of the early 1960s – part of their
newly acquired archive collection holdings.

ALMOST THREE YEARS AFTER purchase from
its previous owner, Fire Island News has its archives
back again.
“We acquired the balance of the collection from
Nicole [Wolf],” said this publication’s Co-owner
Chris Mercogliano. “Now for the first time in many
years there is an indisputable owner of the FIN and
its archives.”
Like many other news items we write about, how
this collection found its way back home is a story
with many twists and turns.
Lance Longo, Esq. of Hauppauge is the attorney
that helped negotiate the acquisition.
“I not only helped them purchase the archives,
but the purchase of the Fire Island News itself, as
well as handled post-closing matters when formerowners came out of the woodwork,” Longo said in a
brief telephone conversation.
Out of the woodwork indeed. A lawsuit filed in
2016 by Shawn Beqaj claimed that his former business partner Nicole Wolf (known during their partnership as Nicole Pressly) had sold Fire Island News
to Michael Pittman two years prior “without Beqaj’s
knowledge or consent,” according to the complaint.
At the time Beqaj filed the motion, Pittman had
already sold the publication to the Mercogliano family,
and the longtime faltering publication was thriving
once again. As a result, Christopher Mercogliano was
also named as a defendant in the lawsuit.
Beqaj is a native son of Saltaire. He and Pressly,

his girlfriend at the time, purchased the paper
together in 1996. The two parted ways in 2003, but
the complaint states that he was still a 50 percent
shareholder in Five Island Publishing, at that time
the parent company of Fire Island News.
“I received a call from another party, who I shall
not name as this party was not ultimately joined in
this action, who indicated that Wolf and Bequaj had
not fully paid and satisfied the debt for their purchase
of the FI News,” Longo further explained.
Meanwhile Pittman was being anything but a
good seller, refusing to release passwords and other
assets that were part of the contracted sale to the
Mercoglianos, compelling them to direct Longo to
escrow the sales fund until obligations were settled.
As this sordid matter was unfolding, Fire Island
News continued to operate with little or no archive
to link the publication to its past. For the most part
we did okay, but we would receive inquiries from the
public requesting to access vintage issues, or an old
photograph, and we were simply not in a position to
help them.
While it took almost two years, ultimately
resolution did happen, and all named parties reached
a Stipulation of Settlement. Not only did Wolf
relinquish the archives in her possession, ownership
of Fire Island News by the Mercogianos was now
recognized free and clear.
“My argument was that all prior owners had
failed to perfect their security interests in the paper,”
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wrote Longo in a follow-up email. “Therefore, any
subsequent purchasers were unaware that any party
other than the seller had an interest in the paper. Chris
and Laura were bona fide purchasers, after several
court conferences, the judge found my argument
convincing. Fortunately for Wolf and Bequaj, those
funds were in escrow when they made their claims,
because if they had been released to Pittman before
the claims were raised, it was extremely unlikely
that Pittman would have had those funds when the
settlement was issued.”
The archives came into our possession only a few
weeks before we went to print for the 2018 season.
With that said, we have yet to discover what treasures
they fully yield.
“There is some interesting stuff,” said Chris
Mercogliano however, like an excited kid in a candy
shop. “There are many negatives and a bunch of
old photos. One photograph is even labeled Ocean
Beach Labor Day Party 1913. A handful of painted
pictures by the same artist were also included.”
This sounds like a promising beginning to
be sure.
Once the collection is organized and cataloged,
it can be put to work. Nostalgic “then and now”
photos on Facebook are only the surface of its
potential. It can be an important tool for historians,
researchers, and even FIN staff as we prepare the
news articles we bring to the public. This is a story to
be continued…
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BO OK R E V I EW >> by Rita Plush

“Historic Crimes of Long Island”
Misdeeds from the 1600s to the 1950s
By Kerriann Flanagan Brosky
History Press-Nonfiction $21.99
AS FAR AS SCANDAL GOES, even the Old Testament was chockablock with murder, rape and revenge.
In the more recent past, say 1995, charming,
handsome, record-setting football hero O.J. Simpson became a suspect in the double murder of his
ex-wife Nicole Simpson and her
friend Ron Goldman. Google
has it that 95 million people
sat glued to their TVs as details
unfolded. The trial attracted
even more viewers.
Since we’re talking bad
behavior, how about Joey Buttafuoco also in the ‘90s – something
in the water back then? – and
let’s not forget his underage lover
Amy Fisher who shot his wife in
the face. And weren’t they crass
and vulgar? And didn’t we love
them for it? The tabloids dished
it out, and we ate it up. The takeaway? We’re fascinated with
crime stories, the more decadent,
the more delicious. So if you’re
hankering for a little gore with
your summer guacamole or a dollop of mayhem in
your margarita, come sit by me.
In short, lively, impressively researched chapters, author and noted historian Kerriann Flanagan
Brosky dishes up a stew of murder and other homicidal hijinks. Among the 20 accounts of grisly goings
on the author has garnered for your reading pleasure
is an incident with a dentist that puts all motherin-law jokes to shame. What, she didn’t like her
dentures so she shot him? I’ll never tell. There’s also

a beheading, a hanging and a witch trial – Salem,
Massachusetts, had nothing on Suffolk County.
In 1692, 35 years before the famous Salem witch
trials, East Hampton had its own dose of Puritan
hysteria. Amid a climate of fear and suspicion,
“Goody” Garlick was believed by many to be a witch.
During the 1600s the name “Goody” was a sobriquet
“for women of lower status … while women of higher
status were referred to as “Mrs.” Garlick, outspoken
and gossipy, had the good fortune of working
for the prominent Lion Gardner. In those days, Flanagan
Brosky tells us, it didn’t take
much for folks to accuse
someone of witchery, so jealousy among the townspeople or
Goody’s personality could have
singled her out. But it was the
illness of 16-year-old Elizabeth
Gardner, who took sick after
childbirth, that put the lid down
on Garlick.
Sick with a fever and possibly delirious, Elizabeth cried out
that “A witch. A witch,” was at
the foot of her bed, and identified
the witch as Garlick, “pricking
her with pins.” Pins then were a
sign of witchery. Townswomen
were summoned and prepared a
brew. Elizabeth drank it, choked and coughed up a
pin. Flanagan Brosky posits that one of the women
may have placed the pin in Elizabeth’s mouth to put
the onus on Garlick. At the trial, believed to be the
only one of its kind in East Hampton, Garlick was
not convicted.
Time traveling to 1902 we find that wealthy sea
captain James Craft of Glen Cove drank away an
evening – to his regret, I’m certain, for it was his
last – at the Empire Café in the notorious Tenderloin

District of New York City. His murder includes a
prostitute, an ex-convict/waiter, a bartender, $25 or
$30 in cash, or what would be over $600 today, a
meat cleaver and a Chinese restaurant.
Craft was already feeling no pain when he got
to the café, and he kept at it with the ex-con/waiter and prostitute till she was called away. The bar
emptied out but the two men “continued to drink
through the wee hours of the morning until they
were completely intoxicated,” and got into a brawl.
Hearing the fracas, the bartender rushed into
the private room to find Captain Craft bloodied and
unconscious. While the ex-con/waiter took Craft by
the legs and dragged him down the basement steps,
the bartender went to fetch some brandy to revive
the man. When he returned, the ex-con/waiter had
nearly severed Craft’s head. Thinking he might be
next, the bartender ran for his life. The ex-con/waiter finished the job and threw the head into the oven
of a Chinese restaurant that connected to the café.
The police found the ex-con/waiter “covered
in blood and hiding in a saloon … in his pockets,
the money he had stolen from Craft.” Chilling as
this is, the autopsy revealed that it “took thirteen
blows for Tobin to sever the head,” and that “the
sea captain was still alive, his heart beating, when
he was beheaded.”
Photos by the author, as well as from historical archives, and sketches by Joan Harrison,
provide the images to the often horrific, always
fascinating accounts.
ATTENTION FIRE ISLAND AUTHORS: Are
you, or do you know, a Fire Island writer who has
published a book recently? Fire Island News is
presently seeking titles to consider for the Book
Review column. Authors, publishers and agents
please email editor@fireisland-news.com and tell
us a little bit about your masterpiece. Self-published and small press works are welcome.

BOAT SLIP AVAILABLE
IN BAY SHORE
Newly constructed, cut-in double slip, 28’ x 40’,
behind home near bay available with electric,
water and an off-street parking space.
Reduced to $2,500 for season.
Sandy Samuels
516 528 6994
sandysamuels33@gmail.com
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BABYLON BICYCLE SHOP

218 E. Main Street, Babylon, New York
631-587-6709
www.BabylonBikeShop.com
Founded in 1968, Babylon Bike Shop has answered the
needs of the cycling community for almost 50 years...
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A D V IC E >> by Camille Mercogliano

Ask Camirose
Dear Camirose,
I am a professor at a prestigious
institution. I have taught for the last
15 years. This past school year I
have had a disturbing problem. I
have a crush on one of the students.
It bothers me to feel these feelings
as I am happily married to the same
wonderful man for the past 20
years. I have never done anything
to jeopardize my marriage or
disrespect my husband. I can’t even
believe this is happening. I have no
intention of doing anything wrong.
Recently this student asked me to
tutor him after class. I honestly don’t
know what to do. I don’t want to put
myself in a situation of temptation.
What if he is feeling what I am
feeling? What if he makes a move?
What if I can’t say no? Should I
tutor him and try not to worry about
it or just say I can’t do it? This
seems ridiculous to me, but I have to
be honest with myself. What would
you do?
— Professor Lust
Dear Professor,
You do indeed have a problem.
It is very normal to find others
attractive whether or not you are
single. How you handle it is quite
another story. I am sure if you
think about it you can figure out if
this student seems to be mutually
attracted to you. Is he sending
out any signals? Has he ever said
anything to you that could be taken
in an inappropriate way? Is he
doing well in your class and not
even in need of extra help? The
bottom line is the fact that you are
even worried that you’d succumb
to any advances from this young
man. That makes me feel like you
should decline. Offer to go over
whatever material he is in need of
extra help with during class with all
of your students. Tell him others may
also need that particular subject
matter explained more thoroughly.
If he insists on one-on-one help,

that may answer your question of
his intentions. Hopefully he will
accept the offer of group help and
the semester can end uneventfully.
Good luck.
—Camirose
Dear Camirose,
I have taken my dog Oscar
back and forth on the ferry to Kismet
for the past five years. All of the
deckhands know and love him.
Recently, he has been having a lot
of gastric issues. Since this problem
has started he has had two situations
on the boat that have been pretty
unpleasant, one involving another
passenger. I was reading my book
on the way over and didn’t see
this until it was too late, but I am
mortified to say that not only was
he in the middle of pooping, but it
was on someone’s white cashmere
sweater that had fallen on the floor.
How do I know it was cashmere?
I know because just as I saw what
was happening, so did the owner of
the sweater who began to LOUDLY
start yelling at Oscar and me, “Do
you know how much this sweater
cost? It is cashmere. You are going
to buy me another one.”
I would not have been against
paying to have it cleaned, but I
cannot afford to buy a cashmere
sweater. Nor did I appreciate how
she handled it, embarrassing me in
front of a boatload of passengers. I
feel badly about it of course, but do
not think I should have to buy her a
new sweater. Do you?
— What a Bunch of Hooey

she doesn’t want it cleaned. Can
you blame her? Ask her what the
sweater cost. If it is more than what
you can afford, offer to give her
what you can. Hopefully that will
appease her.
More important than the
sweater or your embarrassment is
the question of your dog’s health.
Have you taken him to the vet to
investigate his digestive issues?
Veterinary Medical Center of Long
Island can be reached at 631-587-

0800. Oscar sounds like a good
dog and certainly is worth the
very best care … otherwise you
may find yourself replacing a lot
more sweaters.
— Camirose
Names and locations have been
changed to protect the privacy of
individuals. Questions for Camirose?
Write to her at advice@fireisland-news.com.








Dear Hooey,
Can I ask you why you’d bring
your dog on the ferry knowing that
he was having this problem? It
seems to me that the right thing for
you to do would be to take care of
this woman’s sweater. It may have
fallen on the floor but that does not
mean she should have it soiled in
such a fashion. And I’m supposing
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SYBIL SE Z ! ! ! >> by Sybil Bruncheon

Sybil’s Hysterical Histories!...
Point Your Toes, Girls!
SYBIL’S HYSTERICAL HISTORIES!
Farmingville – 1949
LADIES!! Do you envy those Olympic swimmers
when folks point and cheer for their breaststroke?
Are you stunned at the courage it takes to make a
perfect swan dive high off the 110-meter platform?
Do you wish you could participate in synchronized
swimming classes with your bridge club girlfriends
instead of bidding the same tired old 3-no-trump and
ending up the dummy anyway? Well now you can
at the Farmingville Frisky ‘n’ Freestyle Spa, 2515
Perky-Pye Lane on the corner of Sunrise Highway.
In addition to the usual spa services a busy-gal-onthe-go expects, the staff here offers a broad assortment of alternate luxuries that you might hope for at
your local swim club; sure, they have the seaweed
wrap and the salt scrub, but how about a brisk and
surprising chlorine scour to bring out that rosy glow?
And their hair salon, managed by Mr. Hiram Nancy, specializes in the new highlights that won’t turn
emerald green in the pool.
And classes, have they got classes! Fun and
fat-burning! Here’s a photo of their special Land
Diving series; all the different standard high dives
taught by former Olympic diving aspirant, Bernice
“Boom Boom” Baumgarten. In addition to the standard regulation jack-knife, full twist, and swan dives,
the ladies are taught the triple-half-tuck ill-concealed
switch-blade, the back-Cabernet-let-it-breathe-corkscrew, and the double reverse plunging whooping crane (complete with full-throated whoooop).
And these “dry land classes” are perfect for all of
you folks that can’t swim, are scared to death of
the water or who just have rabies. A day at the spa
with no muss, no fuss! You don’t even get your hair

wet! Throw away your bathing cap… and
your flippers! All the swimming and diving
classes are taught completely water-free.
That’s why they don’t have a pool – just
beautifully manicured lawns! And did you
know they have a fully accredited life-saving course recognized by New York State?
Perfect for drowning accidents in the middle of a tennis match, dinner party or even
in the desert. But they can’t call you! You
have to make the first call. Just dial P-OI-N-T-Y-R-T-O-Z!! That’s right. Dial 764689-7860. The nice man will tell you how
to enroll.
SYBIL DOES HER GROOVE THANG! ... or
ALL HANDS ON DECK!!
Folks drop by my deck out here on the island and
say how pretty I’ve got it looking, even this season
when our gardens are a good month behind with the
reluctant spring and all the chilly, rainy days. One
thing they never realize is right under their feet…
literally!
You know how a guy in an expensive suit can still
look like a bum if his shoes are cheap or his haircut is ragged? And isn’t it funny how a gal in faded
jeans and a simple T-shirt can look like she’s a star
if her shoes, belt and purse are high-end? Those are
two examples of fashion and styling tricks that people in the business know so well. Well, out here on
Fire Island, both gardening and decking folks know
a similar “styling” trick. And I’ve recommended this
one before!
One of the best ways to make your deck beautiful and long-lasting is as simple as buying a dandelion-weeder! Yep! That tool that we all use to gouge

Your Source for Summer News on the South Shore

the roots of weeds
out of the lawn is
perfect for gouging out the leaves
and debris that get
wedged between
the boards on our
decks during the
winter. Put on
some fun music,
bring out a pitcher of sangria, margaritas or martinis,
don’t forget some
knee pads, and do
your “groove thang.” It’s much easier if you wait till
the deck has been rain-free for a few days. When the
boards (and the debris between them!) are thoroughly dry, just slip and slide that weeder between the
boards and all the old leaves, dirt, berries, and gunk
that get clogged in there will either fall underneath
or come right out where they can be easily swept
up and away! In short order, your deck will look
sharp and ship-shape and the wood will drain quickly between rainstorms as opposed to staying damp
and prone to rotting. And an additional benefit is that
the ground under your deck will have greater airflow
and less chance of breeding molds, fungus, and mosquitoes. You can have flower beds that are still waiting to sprout, pots that have no signs of life yet, and
a whole garden area that is still barren, but strolling neighbors will comment on how “nice your deck
looks” without realizing what they’re actually seeing. Those crisp, clean boards are the beach house
version of a great pair of shoes and the right haircut!
A win-win-win!
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EN V IRON M E N T >> by Karl Grossman

Retreat and Reversal

FIRE ISLAND “WILL BE especially vulnerable… Something has to give,” says Kevin McAllister, founding president of the Suffolk-based
organization Defend H20, speaking about climate
change and rise in sea level. “It’s time for collective foresight.”
In sounding this message recently via email, he
included a photo of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ $8.4 million project involving the placement
of “geotextile” sandbags on 3.100 feet of beach in
Montauk in 2016. Since then, there have been two
substantial wash-outs costing $700,000 each for
repairs. And major wash-outs from the nor’easters
this winter are anticipated to cost $1.05 million for
repairs. “Downtown Montauk” is the title of the stark
and ugly picture of the sandbag revetment.
Is this a model for the future of Long Island – and
Fire Island? Hopefully not!
“These hardening structures – sandbags – have
destroyed the beachfront at Montauk,” McAllister
says. “They are protecting private property interests
while sacrificing public use.”
There are only a few sections through which
people can now get access to this half-mile of

Montauk beach, he points out. Are the sandbags
protecting Montauk?
“We need to implement coastal retreat,” emphasizes McAllister. “We have to relocate structures and
restore the primary dune in this area, and in many
other locations.”
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation last year issued a ‘medium projection’ of sea level rise for Long Island of 16 inches by
the 2050s and a ‘high projection’ by then of 30 inches, McAllister points out. That would be the rise, as
well, for Fire Island, he says.
He has a master’s of science degree in coastal
management from Nova Southeastern University in
Florida. A Center Moriches native, he worked as a
marine scientist in Florida for 12 years before returning to Long Island. Here, McAllister was the founder
and leader of Peconic Baykeeper for 16 years before
establishing Defend H20, which is headquartered in
Sag Harbor.
“There will be monumental change along the
Long Island coast,” McAllister says. “There will be
a higher groundwater table and what is termed coastal inundation or, in other words, persistent flooding.
The groundwater will be rising from below. And, the
shoreline will be migrating. So we’d have to spend
exorbitant amounts of money to pump sand all the
time – sand folly or perpetual beach nourishment,
which is economically and environmentally unsustainable, or take the option of armoring the coast in
versions of the Montauk mess, and the third option,
which I am advocating, is for retreat from the more
vulnerable areas.”
For examples of locations of significant sea level rise necessitating retreat, he cites the bay front
of Mastic Beach; the barrier beach on which Dune
Road sits, which is essentially an eastward extension of the barrier island system that includes Fire
Island, located within the Town of Southampton;
Hashamomuck Cove in Southold Town; Gerard

Drive in The Springs in East Hampton Town; and
what McAllister calls the “front row” of motels in
downtown Montauk. “These are clear examples of
where relocation or coastal retreat is critical.
“But every coastal area will be impacted – the
oceanfront the worst, but even Shelter Island’s more
protected waters will rise – as well as all the harbors of Long Island,” he continues. And then there’s
low-lying and highly vulnerable Fire Island.
The larger, worldly issue involves the main cause
of climate change and sea level rise – the burning of
fossil fuels. Climate change denial and refusal by the
Trump administration to address climate change and
take steps to mitigate global warming is what McAllister calls a “political tragedy.”
What can we do? We must act politically, he says,
and even though President Trump has decided to
pull the U.S. out of the Paris Climate Accord, people
must press for a reversal. “The planet is being threatened,” McAllister says. And the threat isn’t necessary. A transition to green, renewable energy – led
by solar and wind – to replace fossil fuel can reverse
this enormous and insoluble problem in the long run
if the way things are going now continue.
“We are talking about sea level rise into the
2050s. What will happen beyond that? It gets very
dire! There are islands in the Pacific already requiring evacuation. What will the impact be on New York
City and other U.S. coastal cities? Already, Miami is
flooding with every high tide.”
The headline of a piece in New Scientist magazine last year: “Future New York will be Flooded.”
It also noted how “climate change will make hurricanes more likely to hit the northeast U.S.”
The climate change horror is unnecessary,
avoidable.
Meanwhile, Irving Like, who with his brother-inlaw, the late Maurice Barbash, were leaders of the
Citizens Committee for a Fire Island National Seashore, the key group in fighting against the fourlane highway New York public works czar Robert
Moses pushed to have built the length of Fire Island
in the 1960s and for, instead, creation of a Fire
Island National Seashore, is working towards the
designation of Fire Island as a World Heritage Site.
This would be an important way, he emphasizes, to
help protect Fire Island from the impacts of climate
change and sea level rise.
Like, of Dunewood, a West Babylon-based attorney, emphasizes that such a designation is “consistent with the letter and spirit of Pope Francis’s
encyclical, which addresses the existential threats
of rising sea levels and climate change and calls for
the preservation of the planet, our common home, its
humans, animals and plants.”
Such a designation for Fire Island “will serve,”
says Like, “as a unifying emblem of peace” and provide “guidance as to how to preserve treasured natural spaces close to densely populated urban areas.”
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H ISTORY >> by Thomas McGann

Fire Island on the Small Screen
FIRE ISLAND HAS HAD ITS SHARE of exposure
However the crew, with their long hair and tat- ferry. We’re excited to share the long-standing magon the big screen (movies), not often, but enough to toos, was apparently more appealing than the cast ic of the island with this new series and to be workbe notable. However, it is not much seen on the small themselves. Some group-rental babes made inquiries ing again with our Logo family.”
screen (television), until fairly recently.
about those hot crew guys at the best source for all
This “Fire Island” was about six gay men sharTo touch on just a few movies, perhaps the most good scuttlebutt, their watchful neighbors. Later that ing a super-luxurious oceanfront home in Fire Island
significant was “Last Summer,” a 1969 coming-of- evening those same gals, all gussied up, visited the Pines, searching for the “romance, temptation and
age story about burgeoning adolescent sexuality. The crew, sporting bottles of wine and smiles, anticipat- thrills that have brought the LGBTQ community to
renowned team of Frank and Eleanor Perry (director ing the evening yet to be. The show may not have the island for decades.”
and screenwriter respectively) chose Ocean Beach been a hit but the crew sure was.
Even before the new season began, however,
and Seaview as the setting for their film. Maguire’s
More recently (spring of 2017), we saw the The Advocate – the largest LGBTQ publication in
Restaurant served as headquarters for the film crew. reprise of another show also titled “Fire Island.” It the U.S., published an article decrying the behavior
“The Irish Whiskey Rebellion,” released in 1972, was produced by Kelly Ripa and her husband Mark exhibited on the show as detrimental to the reputawas shot mostly in Saltaire, Long Cove and Skunk Consuelos. Mark commented, “We fell in love with tion of the gay community as a whole. The gay comHollow. In 1989, Fire Island played host to the mov- Fire Island years ago the minute we stepped off the munity “must choose to elevate public perception
ie “Longtime Companion,” again
of us as best we can. We are above this...”
starring Bruce Davison, for which
read the article. Whether or not that piece
he received a nomination as Best
had any bearing on the success or failure
Actor in a Supporting Role. Then
of the show will remain unanswered. It ran
the 2013 HBO movie “The Norfor only seven episodes.
mal Heart,” starring Mark RuffaFire Island Pines, given its cachet, and
lo and Joe Mantello, a movie yes,
diverse, albeit upper class, gay and straight
but made for home cinema – the
community, has proven to be a prime locasmaller screen.
tion. Captain David J. Mahler, president
But much of Fire Island on TV
of TCS Marine Services, docks his boat in
over the decades boils down to casuthe Pines for the season and has provided
al mentions on evening shows such
transportation for several reality stars.
as “Law and Order” and “NYPD
Captain David had a top secret 1 a.m.
Blue.” We did get a mention on
mission to ferry Cher from Sayville to
“Darts on BBC America” when a
the Pines for a Hillary Clinton fundraisyoung woman said she had learned
er. When Cher arrived the town went
to play darts barefoot on Fire Island;
wild, cranking up her music for all to hear.
as well as the game show “JeoparHe also transported three stranded “Fire
dy” over the winter, and we are still
Island” cast members, and their dog, to
trying to figure out exactly who calls
the Pines. While docked at the Blue Whale
Fire Island “New York’s Key West,”
restaurant he was within a “short Grey
but such mentions are like ships that
Poupon jar toss” from his yacht to friends
pass in the night.
who had appeared on “Below Deck.” But
However with the advent of realis it any surprise a reality show about boatity TV, producers have found our
ers came to our shores?
island. Back in 1999, Stephen Fry
This season’s incarnation of Bravo’s
produced the documentary mini-sespinoff “Below Deck Mediterranean”
ries for Bravo TV, entitled “Fire
includes Sayville native, Colin MacyIsland.” It followed “the real lives
O’Toole. This handsome young fella got
and loves of two summer-share
his sea legs working as a deckhand at SayLogo crew captures Ginger Snap in action while gathering footage for the second
household’s, one gay male, the othville Ferry Service at the age of 15, even“Fire Island” reality series, summer of 2016. (Photo by Bruce-Michael Gelbert)
er lesbian.” The show only lasted
tually working his way up to ferry captain.
four episodes.
We understand that after filming he
In 2006, ABC and CTV prereturned to his day job, again no surprise,
miered “One Ocean View,” a realbecause fame does not spoil Fire Islanders.
ity show about 11, 20-something
We cannot however forget documentasingle New Yorkers (four men and
ries that see this island’s beauty for what
seven women) looking for sex and
it really is: “Greetings from Fire Island”
romance (or both) on weekends
may be the best travelogue; “Baymen,”
at an oceanfront beach house in
filmed on Fire Island and the Great South
Corneille Estates. It rated as ABC’s
Bay; and “Modern Tide: Midcentury
least watched show and was canArchitecture on Long Island,” shot in Fire
celled after only two episodes. Its
Island Pines.
demise was wildly celebrated by
But no matter how artists try to portray
Fire Island locals who objected to
Fire Island, cool or crazy, drunk or sober,
the production for disturbing the
gay or straight, the island remains a Lady
quiet enjoyment of their communi– stately and beautiful, wild as a hurricane,
ty with noisy helicopters for aerial Travel Channel’s “Hotel Impossible” crew in Ocean Beach, also in 2016.
and as self-possessed as mythic shadows
(Photo by Shoshanna McCollum)
footage.
dancing in sunken forests.
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Fill out the survey while relaxing on the
beach and having fun in the summer
sun and send a picture of the completed
survey to the Fire Island News via email
for a chance to win!
The prize for the winner of the Vol. 62, Issue 2 Survey Contest
will be a one night stay for two at the Palms Hotel and a $50
gift card to CJ’s. The Palms Hotel stay will be valid September
3rd-9th, September 15th, 16th, 22nd and 23rd. The prize has
no cash value and will be based on availability.
To be eligible to win the Fire Island News Readership Survey
Contest, you must take a picture of the questionnaire, and
email it to emma@fireisland-news.com. Hard copies will not
be eligible for entry. The winner of the contest will be notified
via email.

How old are you?

a. Less than 18

b. 18-35

c. 36-55

d. Older than 55

Where do you reside? If Fire Island or Long Island, please specify the community in your response.
___________________________________________________________________

3.

Which section of the Fire Island News do you enjoy the most?
___________________________________________________________________

4.

The Fire Island News
Readership Survey

44

How often do you pick up the paper?
___________________________________________________________________

5.

If you could change anything about the paper, what would it be?
___________________________________________________________________

6.

Have you looked at us online? If so, specify where (Our website, Facebook, or Instagram).
___________________________________________________________________

7.

Agree or disagree…
a. The Fire Island News is a newspaper that is a part of both Fire Island and the South Shore
communities character. a. agree b. disagree
b. I trust the Fire Island News to deliver news that is relative to me. a. agree

8.

b. disagree

On a scale of 1-10…
a. What do you rate the quality of our writing? ________
b. How important is the paper to you? ________

9.

Additional comments ________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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H EA LTH & W EL L N E SS >> by Donnie DeSanti

With a Grain
of Salt
WHEN I HEAR PEOPLE SAY THAT EATING
healthy is boring and bland it’s usually because
they’re not flavoring up their food. For instance,
the other day I asked a client if he uses salt and
pepper when he cooks and he told me he is trying
to avoid salt. It’s still common to believe that salt is
unhealthy, especially when we are trying to reduce
our sodium intake. Salt’s salt, right? Not at all!
The problem is all salts are getting thrown
into the same figurative pot, when not all salts are
created equal. There is sea salt and then there is
table salt – the white stuff you find on most restaurant tables. Most of the information we hear about
salt has to do with table salt. Most commercial salt
is harvested from salt mines, mechanically stripped
of minerals using solutions like chlorine or sulfuric

acid. Anti-caking agents or conditioning agents are
added to the final product, which can contribute to
elevated blood pressure and toxicity. Scary stuff!
Sea salt is getting a bad rap because of its
processed cousin. Contrary to what many of us
were told, we actually need salt to live. Natural
salts (like Celtic sea salt or pink Himalayan salt)
contain more than 80 trace minerals that play a
host of roles in our body. These natural minerals

help in regulating our blood pressure, maintaining
energy, detoxification, and hormone function.
If you suffer from low energy it could be
because of a lack of minerals in your diet. With
salt’s bad rap is it really any surprise that many of
us suffer from mineral deficiencies?
It’s worth picking up some quality sea salt if
you haven’t done so already. It not only flavors up
your food but is also a boost to your health.
Here are some other benefits of sea salt:
• Rich in trace minerals: These are becoming
harder and harder to obtain from our food because
of the depletion of nutrient rich soils. However, the
sea is still abundant.
• Helps avoid dehydration:
Sodium is an electrolyte that helps
ensure there is proper fluid balance
in our cells. Forget Gatorade, a little
sea salt is better.
• Assists to provide better brain,
muscle, and nervous system function: Sea salt acts as a transmitter
for many of the body’s signals. If the
supply is lacking, typical everyday
functions can suffer from a lack
of salt.
• Acts as a digestive aid: A lack
of salt in the diet can lead to a lack
of production in hydrochloric acid.
A low level of acid in the stomach
can throw off proper digestion.
• Better absorption: It’s not just
what you eat but what you absorb
too. A lack of acid in the stomach
can also mean a lack of absorption
of nutrients. Salt can help improve
on better absorption too.
Other benefits of salt can include
prevention of muscle cramps, proper
sleep, improved libido, balanced Ph
levels, promote sinus health, and
more. Of course overdoing salt can
come with some side effects, but it’s not the same
negative effects that we have been told when it
comes to using table salt. The benefits of sea salt
far outweigh any risks.
So if eating healthy has become bland and
boring, maybe it is time to flavor up your food a
little by picking up some real salt. No chef cooks
without adding a little salt and pepper to their food;
you shouldn’t either.
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N YC THEA TR E >> by Leonard Feigenblatt

“Summer: The Donna Summer Musical”
“SUMMER: THE DONNA SUMMER MUSICAL” is a
musical biography of the life of Donna Summer, utilizing her
vast catalogue of disco hits. The book by Colman Domingo,
Robert Cary and Des McAnuff nearly sinks this musical. The
book is a Wikipedia style biography of Summer. Fortunately,
this musical has several elements that make it rise above its
inferior and silly book.
The choreography of Olivier and Chita Rivera Award winner Sergio Trujillo keeps the action pulsing. Three actresses play Summer at different stages in her life. Storm Lever,
who is making her Broadway debut, plays Duckling Donna,

Donna in her early life; the sensational, Tony Award nominee Ariana DeBose plays Disco Donna; and Tony Award
winner LaChanze plays Diva Donna, who also serves as
the narrator.
Summer is a crowd-pleasing musical that has audiences
dancing in the aisles to the disco beat of Donna Summer.
Lunt Fontanne Theatre
205 West 46th Street
New York, NY 10036
www.thedonnasummermusical.com

“SpongeBob SquarePants:
The Broadway Musical”
“SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS: THE BROADWAY
MUSICAL” is based on the popular Nickelodeon cartoon.
SpongeBob and his friends are the denizens of Bikini Bottom. He lives in a pineapple on the floor of the Pacific Ocean.
A volcano is threatening to erupt in Bikini Bottom and it is
up to our hero, SpongeBob, and his friends to save the day.
SpongeBob SquarePants has been conceived and directed by Tony Award nominee Tina Landau and it is her vision
that has made this musical a delight. Landau, together with
Tony Award winning Choreographer Christopher Gattelli,
keeps the action moving.
Landau collaborated on her vision for this musical with
her entire design team, which gives Bikini Bottom its unique
look. Special mention to the lighting design of Kevin Adams
and to the brilliant scenic and costume designs of David
Zinn are in order.
Landau also found the ideal cast: Tony Award nominee and Theatre World Award winner Ethan Slater as
SpongeBob, making his Broadway debut, is perfection. He

embodies a two-dimensional cartoon character and brings
him to life, imbuing him with emotion and infectious charm.
Lilli Cooper plays the squirrel Sandy Cheeks; Gavin Lee
as the grouchy squid Squidward Q. Tentacles; Danny Skinner as the starfish Patrick; and Theatre World Award winner Wesley Taylor as the single celled plankton, Sheldon, all
add to the fun.
The book is adapted by Kyle Jarrow from the cartoon and
is very faithful to its source. The original music, written by
a variety of rock and pop singers including Yolanda Adams,
Sara Bareilles, Lady Antebellum and John Legend, among
others, is the show’s weak point. The music is bland and
unmemorable, but this is not enough to ruin the show’s visual splendors. This musical is a delight for both young and old.
Palace Theatre
1564 Broadway at 47th Street
New York, NY 10036
www.spongebobbroadway.com
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Night Sky Over F.I. By Lauren Stevens

© Lauren Stevens
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Providing Culturally-Sensitive
and Equitable Health Care
By Edward Fraser, MHA
AS MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS WHO
provide care to patients from all walks
of life, Northwell Health has taken a
variety of steps to ensure that this health
care is not only top-notch from a clinical
perspective but also equitable and culturally sensitive to an individual’s needs.
Northwell Health has partnered with
LGBTQ organizations in the New York
metropolitan area to help enhance the
delivery of respectful and culturally
sensitive care. The state’s largest health
system also has created the Gerald J.
Friedman Transgender Health and Wellness Program. This service, out of Lenox Hill Hospital in Manhattan and an office in Great Neck,
offers transgender and non-gender-conforming
affirmative health care from primary care through
hormone replacement therapy.
Northwell’s Office of Diversity, Inclusion and
Health Literacy also oversees LGBTQ-friendly

LGBTQ Healthcare Equality. Northwell tied for
first place in New York and ranked third nationally. More than 1,600 facilities across the country
were evaluated by the HEI during this process.
June is national pride month and Northwell
Health will be exhibiting its pride at the following events in the month of June:
LOFT Pride, White Plains on June 2
Pride Fest in Long Beach on June 10
Rockland Pride in Garnerville on June 10
Fire Island Pride Parade in Cherry Grove
on June 16
• Pride Parade and Festival in New York
City on June 24

•
•
•
•

programs, including the Business Employee
Resource Group’s (BERG) Expressions, which
helps foster a sense of community among LGBTQ
Northwell employees.
In the most recent Healthcare Equality Index
by the Human Rights Campaign, 22 Northwell
Health facilities were designated as leaders in

We look forward to commemorating these
events with you and continuing to provide equitable health care to all.
Edward Fraser is vice president of community
relations at Northwell Health.

EMERGE N C Y C ON TA CT S >>
FIRE DEPARTMENT .......................................911
POLICE
Suffolk County Marine Bureau................................631-854-8382
Islip Harbor Police...................................................631-224-5656
Brookhaven Harbor Police.......................................631-473-3052
DOCTORS
Fire Island Pines .....................................................631-597-6160
Ocean Beach (Northwell)........................................631-583-8548
Cherry Grove (Northwell)........................................631-597-6767
Davis Park ..............................................................631-597-6141
Saltaire ...................................................................631-583-5456
Seaview ...............................................................631-583-5286
Southside Hospital–Northwell Health.....................631-968-3000
PETS
Islip Animal Shelter ................................................631-224-5660
Brookhaven Animal Shelter.....................................631-451-6950
Veterinary Medical Center of LI...............................631-587-0800
UTILITIES
Suffolk County Water Authority...............................631-665-0663
PSEG.......................................................................800-436-7734
National Grid..........................................................800-490-0045
FEDERAL AGENCIES
U.S. Coast Guard.....................................................631-661-9100
National Park Service..............................................631-687-4750
FEMA......................................................................800-621-FEMA
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POLICE B L OT T ER >> by Timothy Bolger and Shoshanna McCollum

Editor’s Note: In this issue we
introduce our readers to a taste of
the Fire Island National Seashore
Ranger Blotters.

FINS Blotters –
Duck Hunters
Gone-a-Foul
TUESDAY, SEPT. 26

› A commercial fishing vessel

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17

› U.S. Park Rangers investigated

the dumping of a large amount
of construction debris on
National Seashore property west
of Kismet. An investigation of
the scene revealed clues that led
to the identity and prosecution of
the perpetrator.

SUNDAY, FEB. 4

› U.S. Park Rangers were

requested by New York State
Park Police to provide assistance on a severe traffic
accident on Robert Moses State
Park between Fields 4 and 5.
Rangers provided basic life
support until off island ambulances and paramedics from
West Islip arrived.
U.S. Park Rangers have been
working closely with the
state Department of Environmental Conservation Police
conducting several joint operations to combat horseshoe crab
poaching in the Great South
Bay along Fire Island.
Between Labor Day 2017 and
Memorial Day 2018, FINS’
Visitor and Resource Protection Division rangers cited a
total of 22 individuals were
issued federal violation notices
for operating vehicles on
National Seashore property
without a valid federal permit
and 13 others were cited for
violation of the terms of their
contractor’s permits.

out of Bay Shore was cited for
conducting fishing operations
along the Atlantic Ocean within
the 1,000-foot boundary line of
Fire Island National Seashore.
The vessel’s captain had been
previously warned by U.S.
Park Rangers.

SEPTEMBER-NOVEMBER
› U.S. Park Rangers issued a

total of six federal violation
notices to recreational fishermen for possession of striped
bass not meeting the legal size
requirements and two federal
violation notices to fisherman for
exceeding the number of striped
bass allowed per fisherman.

COLUMBUS DAY WEEKEND
› U.S. Park Rangers responded

to an EMS call on Lighthouse
Beach for two girls ages 15
and 17 suffering from alcohol
poisoning. The patients were
transported to Good Samaritan
Hospital in West Islip, where
they were treated and met by
their parents.

FRIDAY, NOV. 24

› Two waterfowl hunters from

Islip were contacted on East Fire
Island and cited for shooting lead
shot over the Great South Bay
and exceeding the possession
limit under New York State law.

THURSDAY, DEC. 21

MONDAY, MAY 28

›

harassment victim taken to
Stony Brook Hospital.
› iPhone stolen at Houser’s Bar.

›

›
›
›
›
›

at Kline’s.
Disturbance erupts at
ferry terminal.
Disturbance erupts at
Bayberry and Midway Walks.
Summonses were issued.
Loud music complaint reported
at 199 Cottage Walk.
Disturbance erupts at Sand Bar.
Neighborhood trouble at Wilmot
Road and Midway Walk.
Noise complaint at 748
Ocean Breeze.
Customer dispute at
Clegg’s Hotel.

SUNDAY, MAY 27

› Sweep takes place of 19
›
›
›
›

fictitious, fraudulent, or
forged licenses.
Male reported sleeping on side
of Ocean View Walk.
Two men apprehended for
disturbance at Clegg’s Hotel.
Property damage reported at
Clegg’s Hotel.
Boat reported sinking
in the marina.

Ocean Beach
Police Depatment
– Fictitious, Fraudulent, or Forged
› Summons issued to individual
›

›
›
›

riding their bicycle on Memorial
Day Weekend.
Person apprehended for harassment incident at Town Pizza,
desk appearance issued.
Noise complaint reported at 446
Dehnhoff Walk.
Loud voices reported at 128
Bungalow Walk.
Assistance requested from
Fire Island Water Taxi for
disorderly clients.

› OBFD assists with reported

TUESDAY, MAY 29

› Disorderly conduct reported at

Houser’s Bar.
› Unknown male discovered
sleeping in lobby of Blue Waters
Hotel. He is issued summons for
illegal trespass.
› Respond to call of woman who
reported that her boyfriend
violated an Order of Protection,
threatened her, and pointed a
knife at her 1-year-old son’s neck.

FRIDAY, JUNE 1

› Report received of a large,

obscene object being
displayed from a window
at Surfview Walk.

Obscene object in the window of Surfview Walk,
Friday, June 1. (Photo by Lauren Chenault)

SATURDAY, MAY 26

› U.S. Park Rangers and Suffolk

County police responded to a
call for a small disabled vessel
adrift in the Great South Bay
east of Sexton Island. The
disabled vessel was located and
towed to Bay Shore and the
vessel’s operator, a 52-year-old
man from East Islip, was transported to Southside Hospital
and treated for hypothermia.

› Larceny investigation was made

Vessel sinking in Ocean Beach Marina on
Sunday, May 27. (Photo by Lauren Chenault)

› Three summonses issued

to three individuals for
public urination.
› Noise complaint at 694
Ocean Breeze.
› Report received that a female
threatened to do bodily harm to
herself at Palms Hotel.
› Disorderly conduct at Matthews.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 2

› Noise complaint received at

597 Bayberry Walk. Upon
investigation, an additional
summons is issued for renting
without a permit.

SUNDAY, JUNE 3

› Male individual reported

as yelling and out of control
on Ocean Breeze and
Midway Walks.
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D IRECTOR Y >>
APPAREL

Kline’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5333
Corliss on the Bay
Fair Harbor | 631-583-5115
www.corlissonthebay.com

ARCHITECTS

Busch Associates
Bay Shore | 631-969-0900
www.buschassociatespc.com

AUTOMOTIVE

COUNSELING

Advanced Counseling Assoc.
Bay Shore | 631-647-9009
www.advancedcounselingassociates.com

DANCE CLUBS

AquaLounge @ Pool Deck
Blue Whale
Pavilion
Sip n Twirl
Fire Island Pines
www.pinesFI.com

Mars Auto Parts, Delivery
Bay Shore | 631-665-0890
www.marsauto.net

Maguire’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8800
www.maguiresbayfrontrestaurant.com

BAKERIES

DELI/MARKETS

L & F Breads
Delivery, Long Island,
Fire Island | 631-374-4617
www.lfbreads.com

BEER DISTRIBUTOR

Beverage Barn
Bay Shore | 631-665-0320
www.beveragebarnstores.com
Islip Cold Beer & Beverage
Islip | 631-581-0280
www.islipcoldbeer.com

BICYCLES

Babylon Bike Shop
Babylon | 631-587-6709
www.babylonbikeshop.com
Corliss on the Bay
Fair Harbor | 631-583-5115
www.corlissonthebay.com
Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826
Your Trike Spirit
Deer Park | 631-392-1344
www.yourtrikespirit.com

BOAT TOURS

Fire Island Rentals & Charters
631-252-3964

CARTING

Stang Carting
Ocean Beach | 631-567-7792
Sit Back & Relax
Brightwaters | 631-968-7929

CHURCH

Free Union Church
Ocean Beach | 631-680-8074
facebook.com/freeunionchurch

Frank and Maria’s
Bay Shore | 631-665-0047
www.frankandmarias.com

East Islip Lumber
East Islip | 631-581-1869
www.eilumber.com
Jim Gray
General Contractor
Ocean Beach | 631-848-9876

PADDLEBOARD/
KAYAK/SAILING
The Dinghy Shop
Amityville | 631-264-0005
www.dinghyshop.com

PROPANE

Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826

Love the Plumber
631-583-5612
SGM Interiors
631-335-7809
sgminteriors950@gmail.com
Vannoni Construction
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5271

HOTELS

Palms Hotel
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8870
www.palmshotelfireisland.com

REAL ESTATE

Cherveny Real Estate
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8718
www.chervenyrealestate.com
Dana Wallace Real Estate
Ocean Beach
631-583-5596 | 631-583-5653
www.realestateonfireisland.com

RESTAURANTS

Castaway Bar & Grill
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0330

INSURANCE

Matty’s Gourmet Market
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8023
www.matthewsseafood.com

Lloyd’s Planning, LLC
631-583-7253 | 212-689-0431
www.lloydsplanningllc.com

The Pantry
Ocean Beach, Delivery
631-583-SHOP (7467)

State Farm Insurance
Rich Mohan
Mohegan Lake | 914-528-1212

GIFTS & SOUVENIRS

LANDSCAPING

Maguire’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8800
www.maguiresbayfrontrestaurant.com

LIQUOR & WINE

Pines Pizza
FI Pines | 631-597-3597
www.pizzainthepines.com

Kline’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5333
Pride Embroidery
Bay Shore | 631-968-7800
www.pridesembroidery.com
Willy Nilly Trading Company
Bay Shore | 631-665-5510
www.willynillytrading.com

HARDWARE

Sit Back & Relax
Brightwaters | 631-968-7929

J&J Spirit Shop, Delivery
Sayville | 631-589-0078
www.Jandj-spiritshop.com
Family Liquor & Wine, Delivery
Bay Shore | 631-231-8888

Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826

Main Street Discount
Wine & Liquors
Bay Shore | 631-665-4985

HEALTH & WELLNESS

MAIL & SHIPPING

Cherry Grove Pizza and Restaurant
Cherry Grove | 631-597-6767
CJ’s Restaurant & Bar
Ocean Beach | 631-583-9890

The LakeHouse
Bay Shore | 631-666-0995
The Landing
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5800

SYNAGOGUE

Fire Island Synagogue
Seaview | 631-991-1907
www.fireislandsynagogue.org

Amavi Med Spa
Bay Shore | 631-665-3535
www.amavimedspa.com

United States Postal Service
Ocean Beach | 631-583-7368

Hudlz
www.hudlz.net

Northwell Health
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8548

HOME BUILDING/
IMPROVEMENTS/
REPAIRS

Northwell Health
Cherry Grove | 631-597-6767

Fire Island Ferries
Bay Shore | 631-665-3600
www.fireislandferries.com

Northwell Southside Hospital
Bay Shore | 631-968-3000

VETERINARY SERVICES

Brownie Companies/Construction
631-605-0494
www.nyhouselifting.com

MEDICAL/HOSPITAL

Conrad’s Plumbing & Gas
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5750
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THEATER

Community House Theatre
Cherry Grove
www.artsprojectcg.org

TRANSPORTATION

Veterinary Medical Center of Long Island
West Islip | 631-587-0800
www.vmcli.com

www.fireisland-news.com

The Criticalist
VETERINARY EMERGENCY AND critical care medicine is one of the fastest growing specialties in veterinary medicine. Two specialties joined as
one, in partnership with other specialties, addressing a wide spectrum of
illnesses and injuries experienced by veterinary patients around the world,
with criticalists providing immediate, essential, and intensive care and
management for these animals. Primary care veterinarians also provide
emergency medical care at the front line in both specialty and non-specialty veterinary practices.
The criticalist manages the patient as a whole. While other specialists typically manage a specific surgical or medical problem, criticalists
frequently manage multiple disease processes simultaneously. As such,
emergency and critical care clinicians face an important challenge: they
must achieve a high level of broad interdisciplinary expertise, while also
requiring deep knowledge in the core areas of the specialty. Management
of critical illness and injury requires continual assessment, interpretation,
and management of the patient’s status. The veterinary criticalist has the
expertise to balance these layers of knowledge and to prioritize attention
to medical and surgical issues requiring immediate intervention.
Research in humans has contributed significantly to our understanding of critical care in animals; similarly, much of the research intended to
improve treatment of human trauma, blood loss, and wound management
have relied on animal models for evaluation and testing.
An important challenge here on Long Island is the limited availability
of emergency and critical care specialists. This can leave patients requiring
primary emergency treatment by a non-specialist. A focus on triage and the
initial management of these and other complex emergencies would be of
great benefit to animal patients and the emergency veterinarians who must
handle them. Finally, assessment and validation of teaching methodologies
and the standards required to become proficient in specific skills is an exciting research area that is currently receiving attention in veterinary emergency and critical care.
In conclusion, the specialty of veterinary emergency and critical care
medicine has made enormous strides in advancing progress in core areas
and, by extension, in all specialties. Procedural invasiveness and patient
comorbidities are no longer obstacles to patient survival when initial and
continuing critical care is provided by veterinarians with specialty training in emergency and critical care. The Veterinary Medical Center of Long
Island (VMCLI) helps facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration and awareness through community continuing education events and partnerships
between the local primary care veterinary practitioners and specialists alike.
At VMCLI our goal is to provide you with an accurate diagnosis and
treatment plan so you can make an informed decision on how to proceed. Our medical care is of the highest caliber and our staff is devoted to healing with compassion. We routinely see emergencies for critical
patients and are therefore staffed with highly trained licensed technicians
and emergency doctors that are committed to staying on the cutting edge
of veterinary medicine.
For more information about any of our services, please visit us on the web
at www.VMCLI.com or call 631-587-0800 and speak to any of our helpful
client care coordinators.
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A Day in the Life of Fire Island
Reader Contributed Photographs

Fire Island Fauna
PHOTO SUBMISSIONS THIS WEEK had a definite animal theme going on, not that
we planned it, but why “buck” the trend? Some Fire Islanders have four legs, others
have feathers, while other pampered pets may view the vista of the barrier beach
from the comfort of their Long Island homes.

Interested in seeing your photo published in Fire Island
News? Send your photos to editor@fireisland-news.com
so they may be considered for publication in an upcoming
issue of Fire Island News. Please limit submission to six
images per news cycle, in jpeg format please.

Fourteen Pipers Piping, by Sean Fitzthum.

Supermodel Doe, by Robert Sherman.

Waiting for the Dog Days, by Robert Sherman.

Memorial Day Mutt,
by Sarah Gruarin.

Patriotic Pussycats, by James Hardy.

Sublime Swan, by Sean Fitzthum.
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imagine a world without plastic bottles.

Sustainability Matters. We are an alternative to plastic bottles.
Made from renewable resources and 100% recyclable.
BOXEDWATERISBETTER.COM

We’re spending the summer right
here with you, in case you need us

Northwell Health Physician Partners Immediate Care
Centers are providing expert healthcare on Fire Island.
Our dedicated team offers
comprehensive, onsite, quality
treatment for nonlife-threatening
illnesses and injuries. In emergency
situations, transport to Southside
Hospital is arranged. Southside
Hospital is one of Northwell Health’s
premier tertiary hospitals and
trauma centers.

Easy access

504 Bayberry Walk, Ocean Beach, New York 11770
(631) 583-8548
153 Doctors Walk, Cherry Grove, New York 11782
(631) 597-6767
Most insurance accepted

Walk-in hours
Monday – Friday
Weekends

9am – 11am; 4pm – 6pm
9am – 12pm; 3pm – 6pm

Serving the community
June 1 through September 3
Northwell Health Physician Partners is the dedicated team of physicians and staff
employed by Northwell Health. Experts in over 100 specialties, we work together as
a medical group practice using Northwell Health’s unique resources and research.
Committed to providing the best in compassionate care, informed by the most current
advances in medicine, we continuously raise the standard of care for our patients and
their families. Visit us at Northwell.edu/PhysicianPartners.

